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Joint research for the future
In the implementation of Industrie 4.0, research results are a key criterion
for success in international competition and for Germany‘s competitiveness as an industrial location. Other important success factors include
connecting all stakeholders and transferring research results quickly
throughout industrial practice.
As a provider and user of Industrie 4.0 technologies, German mechanical
and plant engineering plays a pivotal role in this. Industrie 4.0 is not only
a topic of interest for larger companies, but also needs to be feasible,
economical and profitable for SMEs.

Judith Binzer

With the VDMA Industrie 4.0 Forum, VDMA focuses the diverse activities
in the three core fields of information, knowledge transfer and networking.
Many activities in the field of research and innovation are aimed at
achieving this goal. Examples include information events on research,
which present current research topics, funding opportunities and projects
in the field of Industrie 4.0 and artificial intelligence. Another example
are cross-sector research projects with VDMA members and scientific
institutes within the Industrial Collective Research (IGF) program.
In addition to the „VDMA Guideline Industrie 4.0“, the compilation
“Industrie 4.0 Research at German Research Institutes – an Overview”,
published for the first time in 2015, also counts as one of the Forum‘s
most widely read publications. The unbroken high level of interest from
industry and research institutes was reason enough to design this
new edition 2019, which provides VDMA members with an up-to-date
insight into the work of the German research institutes in the environment
of Industrie 4.0. In this way, companies and research institutes are to be
supported in finding partners for future projects and activities in the field
of Industrie 4.0 in a targeted manner.
Get involved and benefit from VDMA‘s network!

Judith Binzer
VDMA Industrie 4.0 Forum
Research & Innovation
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AIS – Institute of Automation and Information Systems
Technical University of Munich
The focus of the Institute of Automation and Information Systems (AIS) is the modeling and automatic synthesis
of distributed embedded systems along the entire life cycle for production plants from mechanical and plant engineering. The main research aspects are the reliability and usability of machines and plants, as well as humanmachine interaction in engineering and plant operation. These challenges arise within the context of Industrie 4.0
and are addressed by the institute with research using multiple demonstrators from the areas of intralogistics,
robotics, process engineering, and hybrid process models for demonstrating the potentials of implementing
Industrie 4.0 in industrial practice. Therefore, the institute develops and adapts methods for the specific needs of
the automation domain.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The AIS investigates and develops new approaches to
support the interdisciplinary development and operation
of industrial machines and plants. A major focus is the
adaptation of agent-based approaches for the engineering and operation of cyber-physical production systems
(CPPS) in the scope of Industrie 4.0. Further research
addresses the following fields:
• Model-based Engineering: model-based engineering of multi-variant, interdisciplinary manufacturing
systems
• Intelligent Production Systems: intelligent, reconfigurable, distributed cyber-physical production systems
• Big data in Automated Production Systems: methods for the aggregation, integration, and analysis of
large amounts of data
• Human-machine Interaction: data integration and
processing, visualization and training to support humans in complex industrial scenarios

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
The INCLUSIVE project aims to enable adaptive and
flexible production systems that can be adapted to the
characteristics, skills and experiences of employees.
The first step is to measure experience and the employee's present workload (e.g. via questionnaires or
heart rate). Subsequently, the user interface is
adapted to the specific needs of the user and suitable
training and assistance systems are provided. For example, inexperienced or stressed employees can be
presented less complex user interfaces with more assistance to facilitate successful interaction.
Digital twins are used for the digital accompaniment of
highly flexible cyber-physical production systems
(CPPS). The DAVID project supports the development of distributed digital twins (VDZ) as a modular,
scalable data structure for mechatronic components
and systems. For this, an exchange format for distributed digital twins is integrated and demonstrates how
these data structures can be integrated into plant
models.

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Birgit Vogel-Heuser
Phone +49 89 289 16400
E-Mail sekretariat@ais.mw.tum.de
Internet i40d.ais.mw.tum.de
Photo: AIS
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AMT - Institute for Advanced Mining Technologies
RWTH Aachen University
The Institute for Advanced Mining Technologies at RWTH Aachen University develops technologies for the automation and digitisation of mining machinery and processes to enable safe, efficient and responsible extraction of
raw materials. In the context of Mining 4.0, current research focuses on developing sensor systems for process
monitoring and control, environment recognition and condition monitoring in combination with modern data analytics as the basis for connected and autonomous mining systems. Harsh and challenging environmental conditions in mines place particularly high demands on people, machines, sensors and algorithms.
Focus and expertise of the Institute

Example projects of the Institute in Industrie 4.0

The term Mining 4.0 covers all activities aiming at the
safe, efficient and sustainable extraction of raw materials by digitalisation of mining machinery and processes.
The mine of the future is not only digitally connected,
but also flexible and selective, foresighted and dynamically adaptable as well as robust and reliable.

Recent research projects include, for example, the
project SIMS (Sustainable Intelligent Mining Systems), the project UNDROMEDA (Underground Robotic System for Monitoring, Evaluation and Detection
Applications), and the project OMMA (Online Measuring System for Material Identification). AMT also
maintains a Rock Cutting Centre with the capacity for
research and testing in smart cutting technologies.

The core of the research and service projects of the
AMT is therefore the utilization of information for process, environment and machine monitoring by means of
different sensor technologies. The development of robust sensor technologies, the set-up of a digital communication network as well as centralized and decentralized distribution centers and last but not least the application of modern methods for data processing are essential components of these activities. The aim is to develop autonomous systems for use under the harsh environmental conditions of the raw materials industry.
The long-term vision of the autonomous mining machinery, which reliably records the relevant process variables, independently recognizes its environment and
navigates itself with this information, as well as predictively reports its own maintenance requirements via
methods of condition monitoring, is the principle of
Mining 4.0 of the research and development projects
carried out at AMT.
In order to successfully implement and realize the digital transformation and the associated technical advancements and innovations in mining, new teaching
and learning concepts adapted to technical change are
necessary. The AMT stands for a holistic, competenceoriented higher education with the aim of preparing future engineers, as well as those already in the profession, in the best possible way for the diverse and complex challenges and tasks in professional life.

Furthermore, the Institute for Advanced Mining Technologies of RWTH Aachen University, in cooperation
with VDMA Mining and the DMT Group, organizes a
biennial conference on mining 4.0. The symposium,
held in 2015 and 2017 as the Mining 4.0 Forum and
continued in 2019 under the title Smart Mining Conference (SMC), has established itself as an important
and increasingly international event. Platform for
exchange between industry, research institutions and
associations. The speakers will present current and
practice-related individual aspects. The implementation possibilities of industry 4.0 in the mining sector
and the associated opportunities and risks will be discussed.

Contact:
Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Elisabeth Clausen
Telefon +49 241 80 95680
Email eclausen@amt.rwth-aachen.de
Internet www.amt.rwth-aachen.de
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AUT – Automation Institute of the
Helmut Schmidt University Hamburg
“Integrated Engineering” is one of the three cornerstones of Industrie 4.0 and has been our main research topic
since 2004. Together with automation suppliers and users of automation systems, we investigate new methods
and tools for efficient engineering. We strive for the digital modelling of structures and behavior of automated
systems (process plants, discrete manufacturing plants, transport systems, energy systems and buildings) in
semantically enriched information models. We aim at reducing the effort to derive these models from existing
data sources and to use these models for various purposes throughout the life cycle of the systems as a socalled “digital twin”.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Industrie 4.0 – what is in it for me?
Discovery of optimization potential in intralogistics and
production IT (together with manufacturing companies)

How to allow Plug & Operate along the supply chain?
Engineering methods for automated modular plants in
production and logistics (project with ABB and
BAYER, cooperation with NAMUR and ZVEI)

What is a “digital twin” of a product or plant? How does
the “digital twin” generate value? How to implement
and maintain a “digital twin”?
Design and engineering of digital information models
of products, processes, devices and plants in the process and manufacturing industries (together with industrial partners)
How can one develop technical systems which are to
operate in a dynamic environment, together with other
systems not known at design time?
Elaboration of an engineering method for ontologies
and variability at runtime (BMBF-Project “CrESt”)
How to organize production and logistics in a decentralized way? Development of an agent-based system
for transport and production scheduling (project with a
small software vendor and intralogistics company)

Can we trust autonomous agents?
Development of methods to prove the stability of
decentralized and autonomous decision making
Can my old machine fulfill new requirements?
(DFG project „FlexA“, with University of Stuttgart)

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Alexander Fay
Phone +49 40 6541-2719
E-Mail alexander.fay@hsu-hh.de
Internet www.hsu-hh.de/aut
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BIBA - Bremen Institute for Production and Logistics
GmbH at the University of Bremen
For much more than 20 years, BIBA has been exploring what is understood today as “Industrie 4.0” – the technological and organisational challenges, as well as the opportunities presented by the digitalisation of logistics and
production processes and how human beings fit into these processes. In addition, BIBA has initiated and led the
collaborative research centre “Autonomous control of logistical processes” (CRC 637) by the German Research
Foundation at the University of Bremen, developed control processes and cyber-physical systems, and incorporated the research results into a wide range of numerous applications in cooperation with partners from industry.
BIBA has set a clear course in the development of “Industrie 4.0” and is still helping to shape development.

Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

BIBA is a scientific partner of Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrum Bremen and offers small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) practical support and qualification in increasing their digitization skills. The free offer
ranges from information events, demonstrations and innovation workshops to implementation projects in which
practical solutions make digitization tangible.

EILa
Examining the influence of „Industrie 4.0“ on Factory
Layout Planning

Industrie 4.0 Test Environments for SME is a funding
program of the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research with the aim of testing and optimizing
product ideas or prototypes as practically as possible as
well as experimenting with new business ideas. The
BIBA with its laboratories is registered as a Testbed for
this program since 2016.
In 2016, BIBA established its “Factory of Expertise on
Autonomous Control in Production und Logistics” as
part of the „Mit uns digital!“ Mittelstand 4.0-Kompetenzzentrum Hannover. This Factory of Expertise offers
free services to small and medium sized enterprises
(SME) coping with digital logistics and Industrie 4.0.
These free services include demonstration activities,
training courses for employees as well as dialogue
workshops.
The IoTFabLab at BIBA cooperates with various technology providers in the area of the Industrial Internet of
Things since 2016. The laboratory provides all the resources necessary for work in industrial and research
projects as well as in teaching: from RFID, sensors, and
programmable logic controllers to single-board computers and wearable computing systems to a comprehensive IT infrastructure for the collection, processing and
visualization of data.

Autark
Autonomous assistance system to support HRC assembly processes
MIttelstand 4.0
MIttelstand 4.0 Kompetenzzentrum Bremen
LoRa Light
Development of a highly flexible picking system
UPTIME
Unified Predictive Maintenance System
Matilda
A Holistic, Innovative Framework for Design, Development and Orchestration of 5G-ready Applications and
Network Services over Sliced Programmable Infrastructure

Contact:
Stefan Wiesner
Phone +49 421 218 50 169
E-Mail info@biba.uni-bremen.de
Internet www.biba.uni-bremen.de
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DSI - Digital Society Institute Berlin
ESMT European School of Management and Technology
The Digital Society Institute at ESMT Berlin is an independent, industry-oriented research institute for digitization
and cybersecurity. It develops interdisciplinary strategies and solutions for mastering the process of digitization.
We are convinced that the future of Europe's digitization lies in purposefully connecting technical innovation with
sustainable implementation strategies for business and society. We derive technological options and embed new
technical solutions in economic, political, and social strategies. Through research, consultation and dialogue we
support digital strategy developers and decision-makers in government and industry alike. This includes commissioned research on cybersecurity, investigations into new technological approaches to digital controllability, and
research support for German digital industrial initiatives, among others. Research at DSI is supported by Allianz,
BASF, EY, Volkswagen, TÜV Nord, Rheinmetall, and Hensoldt.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industry 4.0

Core competencies of DSI are in the field of industrial
and security policy, digital society and strategy, AI
societies, high assurance technologies, digital risks and
evaluation, as well as in the field of privacy and security
regulation.

High-Assurance embedded microcontroller
design: We investigate a formally verified secure
microkernel that is used as a root-of-trust hardware
anchor to establish secure communication and access to highly sensitive industrial and defense applications. (Funded by Hensoldt).

Leading international scientists work in the following
areas of expertise:
• Conceptualization of “Industry 4.0“ from a security
perspective;
• Methodological risk modelling for industrial plants
and critical infrastructures;
• Identification and analysis of threat scenarios for Industrial/ Embedded-IT, as well as assessment of
existing security approaches;
• Liability and compliance using Industrial/ EmbeddedIT, as well as systematic innovation planning with
secure Industrial/ Embedded IT.
With a highly interdisciplinary team of experts, DSI
research ranges from in-depth technical expertise to
policy research to law.

Network-based Moving Target Defense: We look
into novel network based security defenses based on
Moving Target Defense. The aim is to create secure
and efficient solutions for all types of networks. (Supported by Rheinmetall).
Attack simulation and modeling framework for
security by design: We develop a framework that
maps networks and systems for vulnerability assessment. Essentially, a "digital twin" is created to track
the security impact of architectural changes throughout the entire development process. (Funded by
Rheinmetall).
Industry recommendations: This DIHK commissioned study on cyberreadiness in small and medium-sized enterprises by S. Gaycken and R. Hughes analyzes the German status quo with regards to cybersecurity and offers security-relevant recommendations to business and politics.

Contact:
Dr. Shina-Nancy Erlewein
Phone +49 30 21231 1651
E-Mail shina-nancy.erlewein@esmt.org
Internet dsi.esmt.org
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FAPS – Lehrstuhl für Fertigungsautomatisierung
und Produktionssystematik
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
Das übergreifende Forschungsziel des Lehrstuhls FAPS liegt in der Vernetzung aller Teilfunktionen einer Fabrik zu einem rechnerintegrierten Gesamtkonzept. Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Franke konzentriert die Forschung auf innovative Fertigungsverfahren für mechatronische Produkte. An seinen zwei Standorten in Erlangen und Nürnberg beschäftigt der Lehrstuhl rund 100 Mitarbeiter, die sich auf die sechs branchenorientierten Forschungsbereiche Elektronikproduktion, Elektromaschinenbau, Bordnetze, Biomechatronik, Effiziente Systeme und Hausautomatisierung verteilen. Der Wissenstransfer zu bereichsübergreifenden Querschnittsthemen, etwa zur
Künstlichen Intelligenz, wird in Form von Technologiefeldern realisiert. Unternehmen werden im Rahmen von
gemeinsamen Forschungsprojekten, Ingenieurdienstleistungen, Beratungen und Schulungen unterstützt.
Schwerpunkte und Kompetenzen des Instituts
• Durchgängiges Engineering für den gesamten Lebenszyklus eines cyber-physischen Systems
• Digitaler Zwilling und virtuelle Inbetriebnahme von
automatisierten Produktionssystemen
• Digitale Planung von hochflexiblen Mensch-Roboter-Kollaborationslösungen
• End-to-end Engineering und Traceability in der
Bordnetz-Wertschöpfungskette
• Wissensbasierte Konfiguration von roboterbasierten Automatisierungslösungen
• Semantische Technologien zum effektiven Wissensaustausch in der Produktionssystemkonzipierung
• Industrie 4.0-gerechte Anlagenintegration basierend auf RAMI 4.0
• Semantische Interoperabilität (eCl@ss, AutomationML, OPC UA) sowie IT- und OT-Sicherheit
• Webbasierte Werkerinformationssysteme zur Unterstützung in der Fertigung und Montage
• KI-gestützte Objekterkennung und Posebestimmung für flexible Bin-Picking-Lösungen
• Teleoperierte Assistenz autonomer Robotersysteme mittels Augmented Virtuality
• Ansätze für Soft Robotics und multimodale
Mensch-Maschine-Interaktion
• Flexibilisierung des innerbetrieblichen Warentransports durch autonome Transportsysteme
• Holistische Zustands- und Prozessüberwachung
auf Basis von Luft- und Körperschall
• Maschinelles Lernen zur Anomalie- und Fehlerdetektion in Montageprozessketten
• Datengetriebene Optimierung der Elektronik- und
Elektromotorenproduktion
• Data Mining im Qualitätsmanagement zur Sicherung von Produkt- und Prozessqualität

Projektbeispiele im Umfeld Industrie 4.0
• E|ASY-OPT: Kompetenz- und Analyseprojekt für
die datengetriebene Prozess- und Produktionsoptimierung mittels Data Mining und Big Data
• SmartEP: Intelligente Nutzung von Betriebs- und
Inspektionsdaten bei der SMT-Montage
• D-LEAP: Verteiltes Maschinelles Lernen in der
Elektronikproduktion
• Sens2IQ: Digitales Prozessmodell bei der Verarbeitung elektronischer Bauteile
• PRODISYS: Engineering produktionsbezogener
Dienstleistungsplattformen
• ProLog 4.0: loT-Lösung für Produktion und Logistik
mittels intelligent verknüpfter Sensorsysteme
• MeLasKo: Effiziente und sichere Mensch-LaserKollaboration
• AweMa: Adaptive hybride Werkerassistenz in der
Schaltschrankmontage
• ROBOTOP: Modulare, offene und internetbasierte
Plattform für Roboter-Anwendungen in der Industrie
• FORobotics: Mobile, ad-hoc kooperierende Roboterteams
• AIRKom: Autonome Flugroboter für den vollautomatisierten innerbetrieblichen Materialtransport
• E|SynchroBot: Fusion kostengünstiger Sensorik
für robuste Schlepper zur Materialversorgung
• KS-Sim II: Reaktive Steuerung von Fertigungsabläufen mithilfe eines Digitalen Zwillings

Kontakt:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Franke
Telefon +49 9131 85-27569
E-Mail joerg.franke@faps.fau.de
Internet www.faps.fau.de

Auszug aus:
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FBK – Institute for Manufacturing Technology and
Production Systems, University of Kaiserslautern
Located at the department of Mechanical and Process Engineering at TU Kaiserslautern, the institute performs
research and teaching in the subject areas Manufacturing Technology and Production Systems. Close contact
and various collaborations with different companies ensure a practical approach to industrial production. The
strong engagement in the German Research Foundation (DFG) expresses the confidence in basic research in
leading edge technologies. Collaborations and scientific exchanges within the German Academic Society for
Production Engineering (WGP) and the International Academy for Production Engineering (CIRP) are another
important component of FBK’s activities.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The institute for Manufacturing Technology and Production Systems focuses the following research
areas:
• Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS)
Networking manufacturing system for the provision
of real-time information (Industry 4.0); Methods for
optimizing and planning the CPPS
• Product-Service Systems (PSS)
Integration between products and services to provide solutions throughout the whole lifecycle; Development and evaluation of PSS
• Virtual Production
Development of novel applications of virtual reality
(VR) within manufacturing systems; virtual investigation about future effects of changes on the entire
factory
• Resource-Efficient Production
Development of methods to plan, evaluate and improve the efficiency of materials and resources of
production systems, machines and processes
• Additive Manufacturing (AM)
Identifying components for which a change from
conventional production to AM is beneficial using
process chain analyses and feasibility studies
• Machining of High-Performance Materials
Machining and machinability of high-performance
materials (including titanium and nickel-based alloys or fiber-reinforced plastics)
• Development of Cutting Tools
Development of tools to ensure process capability
and safety regarding wear behavior as well as chip
and burr formation
• Micromachining
Investigation of micro grinding, micro milling and micro drilling with tool diameters below 50 µm

Example projects of the institute in industry 4.0
InAsPro – Integrated work system design in
digitized production companies:
In the context of Industry 4.0, a structured transformation concept is being developed that first describes
the individual status of digitization with regards to
technological and economical aspects. Then, a generic approach is used, which selects and implements
the target state of the digital solutions in work systems
along the life cycle phases of development, production, assembly and aftersales.
BMBF Funding code: 02L15A244
smartGPS – Lean Production Systems for
Industry 4.0:
Industry 4.0 increases the flexibility of production systems through digital technologies, whereas Lean Production Systems (LPS) achieve efficient processes
through organizational measures. In the project
smartGPS, the reciprocal effects between the concept
of Industry 4.0 and the elements of an LPS are examined. For this purpose, a framework is developed,
which combines the organizational potential of LPS
with the technological potential of Industry 4.0.
DFG Funding code: AU185/60-1

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jan C. Aurich
Phone +49 631 205 2618
E-Mail fbk@mv.uni-kl.de
Internet www.mv.uni-kl.de/fbk/
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FIA – Research Group Industrial and Labor Research,
Sozialforschungsstelle, TU Dortmund University
The main focus of the research unit FIA, based in the sfs Sozialforschungsstelle of the TU Dortmund University
and coordinated by Prof. Dr. Hartmut Hirsch-Kreinsen, lies on the perspectives and changes of industrial labor in
the context of digitization and computerization (“Industrie 4.0”). This concerns not only the effects of digitization on
the shop floor but also on inter-organizational processes like supply chains and regional production systems.
Accordingly, a special focus is set on issues like organizational structure, qualification processes, codetermination
and human-machine-interfaces.
Focus and expertise of the institute
An analysis and design approach for our research
questions is provided by the concept of the “sociotechnical system”. In this concept, the total context of a
production process with its subsystems human, technology and organization is the central focus. It deals
not only with the operation of the separate subsystems,
but also emphasizes especially their interdependencies. Specifically, it concerns the interpretation of the
functional relationships and interfaces between human,
technology and an organization.
By following the socio-technical approach our research
intents to analyze the effects of digitization in a holistic
view. Thus enabling implications for the design of “Industrie 4.0” systems that exploit in the best way possible both the potentials of the new technologies and
human-oriented work.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Selected research projects:
• „Innovationslabor – Hybride Dienstleistungen in der
Logistik” (Funded by BMBF)
• „Wandel von Industriearbeit: ,Industrie 4.0‘“ (Funded
by DFG)
• „Akzeptanz und Attraktivität der Industriearbeit 4.0“
(Funded by BMBF/acatech)
• “ADAPTION – Reifegradbasierte Migration zum
CPPS“ (Funded by BMBF)
• “STEPS – Sozio-technische Gestaltung und Einführung von CPPS“ (Funded by BMBF)
Selected Publications:
• Hirsch-Kreinsen, H. 2019: Industry 4.0 - A PathDependent Innovation. Soziologisches Arbeitspapier,
No. 56, TU Dortmund University
• Hirsch-Kreinsen, H./Ittermann, P./Falkenberg, J.
(Hg.) 2019: Szenarien digitalisierter Einfacharbeit.
Baden-Baden
Our team consists of social scientists and economists
and we use methods of qualitative research. Among
our interdisciplinary research projects we cooperate
with national and international research institutes and
both low- and high-tech companies from manufacturing industry.

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Hartmut Hirsch-Kreinsen
Phone +49 231 755-90263
E-Mail Hartmut.Hirsch-Kreinsen@tu-dortmund.de
Internet www.Neue-Industriearbeit.de
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FIR e. V. – Research Institute for Industrial Management at
RWTH Aachen University
The Institute for Industrial Management, FIR, is a non-profit, intersectoral research and educational institution
at RWTH Aachen University concerned with business organization, information logistics and corporate IT with
the aim to establish the organizational basis for the digitally integrated company of the future. The institute provides research, qualification programmes and lectures in the fields of service management, information management, production management and business transformation. The keyword “Industrie 4.0” describes the
optimisation of operational processes using modern information technologies which is a subject central to the
FIR since its foundation in 1953. Therefore, the FIR offers the opportunity to apply academic research about
“Industrie 4.0” as a form of experimental company organisation in a realistic environment.

Focus and expertise of the institute
• Provide a research infrastructure for “experimental
company organization” – to test and refine aspects
of Industrie 4.0
• Transfer of research results to industrial applications by means of projects with industrial partners,
events, publications and learning opportunities
• Offer services in the area of contract research,
e. g. potentials of Industrie 4.0
• Provide networking opportunities for value-chain
partners and/or competitors with the objective to
optimize the macroeconomic service provision
• Bring sector associations and interest groups together for joint placement of strategically relevant
subjects

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
The FIR developed under the roof of acatech a maturity level model for the evaluation of the industrie 4.0
abilities of an enterprise and uses this for the development of individual roadmaps. In addition, FIR works
on numerous public-funded projects in the field of digitalization, including the development of new business models and data-based services.
Publications:
• Book: „Enterprise Integration. Auf dem Weg zum
kollaborativen Unternehmen“, Springer, 2014
• Whitepaper:
- Digitalisierung als smarter Baustein für innovative
Unternehmensstrategien
- Smart Operations. Produktionsumfeld 2030
• Events:
- CDO Aachen - Convention on Digital
Opportunities
- Aachener ERP-Tage
- Aachener Dienstleistungsforum
Qualification Programs:
• RWTH-Aachen Zertifikatskurse and seminars

Contakt:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Volker Stich
Telefon +49 241 47705 0
E-Mail info@fir.rwth-aachen.de
Internet www.fir.rwth-aachen.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Applied and Integrated Security
AISEC, Munich
Fraunhofer AISEC supports companies from all industries and service sectors in securing their systems, infrastructures, products and services. Between economical requirements, user-friendliness and security
requirements, high-quality security technologies are developed to increase the reliability, trustworthiness and
manipulation security of IT-based systems and products.
In innovative security test laboratories, highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze the security of
products, hardware components, software products and applications on behalf of customers by means of function, interoperation, conformity and compliance.
Focus and expertise of the institute
• Machine learning to increase security
• Data sovereignty, data usage control and secure data
storage
• Threat and risk analysis
• Individual concepts for security solutions
• Security Engineering for the Product Lifecycle
• Penetration tests
• Consulting for the implementation of security norms
and standards
• Secure networking and remote maintenance
• Know-how and manipulation protection
• Secure data storage
• Solutions for component identification
• Attack detection and integrity monitoring
• Network and Fieldbus Security
• Security and Assurance for Cloud Computing and
Container Solutions
• Evaluation of applications
• Data protection and anonymization
• Security for supplier networks and networked production sites
All approaches regarding the specific constraints of the
automation environment, such as real-time requirements and availability, are taken into account.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Fraunhofer AISEC has successfully implemented
various projects in the field of Industrial Security.
• Systematic security risk analyses for safetycritical systems: Several years of practical
experience in the analysis of devices and services
• Secure software update for intelligent sensors:
Conception and implementation of automated and
secured updates
• Penetration testing of control components:
Numerous analysis of control components for
vulnerabilities (both network-based and by physical
access)
• Testing of safety concepts for industrial applications: Review of security concepts regarding the
current state of the art in science and technology
• Studies on the state-of-the-art: Preparation of
customized studies on special topics of industrial
security
• Concept and technology development for data
sovereignty: Controlled transmission of data in the
International Data Spaces Association
• Interdisciplinary cooperation in funding projects: Development and testing of solutions in the
national reference project for IT security in the
Industrie 4.0 (IUNO).
Contact:
Bartol Filipovic
Phone +49 89 3229986 128
E-Mail bartol.filipovic@aisec.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.aisec.fraunhofer.de
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Berlin Center for Digital Transformation
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
The four Fraunhofer Institutes FOKUS, HHI, IPK and IZM combine their expertise in the fields of information and
communication technologies, data processing, production and microelectronics in the "Berlin Center for Digital
Transformation ". The center develops technologies and solutions that take into account the increasing digitalization and networking of all areas of life. It conducts research on basic and cross-sectional technologies for the
application areas "Networked Industry & Production" and "Networked Mobility & Future City". The Center supports
companies in all phases of the transformation process. This ranges from the initial idea and solution concept to
the implementation and introduction of digital process chains. It creates solutions for networking devices, systems, processes and people via innovative communication infrastructures, for collecting and analyzing data for
the optimization of products and processes or their use in new business models.

Focus and expertise of the center
The Berlin Center for Digital Transformation offers
companies comprehensive research and implementation expertise from a single source. With the knowhow and practical experience of the four participating
institutes, the entire technology chain for digital transformation is covered:
•
•
•
•
•

Microelectronics for sensors and actuators
Radio and data networks for maximum speed
IoT- and Cloud-based Networking Platforms
Knowledge-based data analysis in real time
Networking and automation of processes

In the established transfer centers, technologies, solutions and applications for the areas of
•
•
•
•

Hardware for Cyber Physical Systems
5G Communication
Internet of Things
Digital Integrated Production Industry 4.0

Example projects of the center in Industrie 4.0
• Smart Production Environment

•
•
•
•
•

Gesture-based robot programming
Synchronization with digital system twinning
AR visualization in plant environment
Plant and process monitoring
Modular sensor kit

• Visual Light WLAN

developed and demonstrated.

• Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) Wireless
data transmission with visible light for highperformance, robust and secure communication in
the factory
Contact:
Dipl.-Ing. Felix Fehlhaber
Phone +49 30 39006-226
E-Mail felix.fehlhaber@ipk.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.digitale-vernetzung.org
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Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering IAO,
Stuttgart
How will people live and work in the future? Asking this and similar questions, researchers at Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering IAO apply their findings in practice to achieve concrete results. Our experts
shape the interaction between humans, technology and organization with a view to the whole, keeping each
customer’s specific needs in mind. We help companies and institutions recognize the potential of new technologies, harness them for profit, and open up attractive future markets. We work closely together with our partner
institute – the Institute of Human Factors and Technology Management (IAT) at the University of Stuttgart – as
well as the Technical University of Berlin and a number of other institutes of higher education. Combined,
Fraunhofer IAO and the IAT employ more than 600 people and have a total of 15,000 m 2 of office space,
demonstration centers, and development and test laboratories.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Research Units
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisational Development and Work Design
Service and Human Resources Management
Human-Technology Interaction
Digital Business
Cognitive Engineering and Production
Urban Systems Engineering
Mobility and Innovation Systems
Responsible Research and Innovation

Key areas
• Holistic approaches to work design and organization and corporate cultures
• Pioneering solutions for human-machine interaction
• Development and implementation of innovation and
technology strategies
• Application of virtual and augmented reality
• Cognitive systems and artificial intelligence
• Sustainable solutions for tomorrow’s mobility
• System innovations for livable and adaptable cities

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Future Work Lab - Innovation lab for work, people
and technology in Stuttgart
• Demonstrator world with more than 60 application
cases makes the digitized working world of the future tangible and shows which technologies have
arrived in reality.
https://futureworklab.de/en.html
Business Innovation Engineering Center BIEC
Development and Transfer Centre for Increasing the
Digital Transformation and Innovation Capability of
SMEs in Baden-Württemberg.
https://biec.iao.fraunhofer.de/ (available only in German)
SmartAIWork
The collaborative project "SmartAIwork" investigates
options and develops design solutions for how artificial intelligence can be used for the human rights,
competence and productivity-enhancing design of
work in clerical processes.
• Aids to Competence Development
• Digital toolbox for the transformation to AI work systems in the processing department
https://www.smart-ai-work.de/ (available only in German)

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Prof. e. h. Wilhelm Bauer
Phone +49 711 970-2090
E-Mail wilhelm.bauer@iao.fraunhofer.de
Dr. Stephan Wilhelm,
Phone +49 711 970-2240
E-Mail stephan.wilhelm@iao.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.iao.fraunhofer.de/lang-en/
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Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation
IFF, Magdeburg
The Fraunhofer IFF is one of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s research institutes. It specializes in manufacturing engineering. It is a technology partner to major industries and small and medium-sized businesses in the manufacturing and services sectors as well as to the public sector. Its research scientists research and develop technologies,
systems and products from the idea up through manufacturability – and transfer them into practice together with
their clients. Priority is especially given to new methods and technologies of digital engineering and their extensive
use in the development, manufacture and operation of products and production systems.

Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Smart Work Systems:
The Fraunhofer IFF drives innovation in manufacturing
engineering and future work system design. Among
other things, it develops technologies for safe humanrobot collaboration, designs integrated solutions for the
use of digital assistance systems and state-of-the-art
testing and inspection technologies for quality assurance in manufacturing, and establishes methods of virtual learning for flexible and effective training of staff.

• ETAL (BMWi): Development of new technologies,
equipment components and logistics for energyefficient manufacturing in light metal foundries
• Flexible and Intelligent Robotics in Manufacturing: Solutions for human-robot interaction for
industry
• VIPro: Predictive maintenance for existing process
manufacturing equipment and plants
• Industrie 4.0-CheckUp: Analysis of capability to
introduce and implement technologies for connected
manufacturing
• Optical Assembly Inspection: Automated planning,
performance and documentation of assembly inspection based of digital (3D-CAD) product data and
physical models of the inspection sensors
• Smart Design and Control: AI-based forecasting
and control of complex, discrete manufacturing processes

Resource-Efficient Manufacturing and Logistics:
The Fraunhofer IFF designs efficient production and logistics systems that boost the sustainability and effectiveness of manufacturing and minimize risks in supply
chains. The research scientists engineer new equipment and facilities that sustainably utilize raw materials
and recover waste for closed energy and material cycles.
Convergent Infrastructures:
The research scientists develop smart energy management systems and design integrated manufacturing and
supply chain networks that to reliably utilize volatile energies for the future energy supply. They use innovative
VR technologies to facilitate the planning and development of major industrial and urban projects.
Digital Engineering and Industrie 4.0:
The Fraunhofer IFF develops industry agnostic, customized, integrated methods and applications based on
digital technologies for the design, construction and operation of mechanical equipment and products. It provides advising and support during the implementation of
I4.0 technologies, the digitalization of operations, and
the use of artificial intelligence in manufacturing.

Contact:
Prof. Julia Arlinghaus
Phone + 49 391 4090 471
Email julia.ahrlinghaus@iff.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.iff.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Research Institution for Casting, Composite
and Processing Technology IGCV
Augsburg and Munich
Fraunhofer IGCV stands for application-oriented research with a focus on engineering, production and multi-material solutions. We enable innovations on the level of manufacturing processes and material sciences, machines
and process chains as well as factory and enterprise networks. Our unique selling proposition lies in interdisciplinary solutions in the fields of foundry, composite and processing technology. With approx. 150 employees at our
locations in Augsburg and Munich area, we are a reliable partner for SMEs, large companies and corporate
groups.
Focus and expertise of the Institute

Project examples Industrie 4.0

The Fraunhofer brand stands for application-oriented
contract research at the highest international level. The
Fraunhofer Group for Production, as an association of
production technology institutes, offers a range of services covering the entire product life cycle and value
chain. Fraunhofer IGCV contributes its expertise in the
fields of engineering, production and multi-material solutions to this network.

The Learning Factory for Networked Production (LVP,
www.lvp-bayern.de) is a demonstration and training
center for cognitive assistance systems at the IGCV
Augsburg site. The future of cognitive support in production can be demonstrated with the help of different
approaches, from interactive training offerings to the
science-oriented construction of several augmented
reality demonstrators. The competence of LVP lies in
the application-oriented research on current technologies for the support of employees in the production of
tomorrow. Demonstrators in the LVP include:

Engineering:
• Structural simulation, e.g. for topology optimization of
structural components
• Process simulation, e.g. for designing the filling process during sand casting
• Physics-based simulation, e.g. for the design of machines or production processes
Production:
• Production engineering, e.g. Additive manufacturing
processes, casting processes, manufacturing processes for composite components, materials and
quality assurance for the above-mentioned processes, automation solutions
• Production management with focus on production
planning, control and organization
• Implementation models and process chains for additive production
• Factory planning and evaluation with focus on energy
efficiency in production
Multi-material solutions:
Uniting our in-depth materials expertise in the field of
fiber-reinforced plastics and metals to create individual,
end-to-end multi-material solutions.

• Training – experiencing digitalization on the shop
floor
• Technology Selection – Embedding and Acceptance of Cognitive Assistance System
• Augmented Reality - Assistance for Production Processes
Further project examples in the field of Industrie 4.0:
SynDiQuAss – Synchronization of digitization, quality
assurance and assistance system at workstations
with low degree of automation
Handwerk Digital – Innovative technologies specifically for small and medium-sized craft enterprises and
support for digital change

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunther Reinhart
Phone +49 821 90678-0
E-Mail info@igcv.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.igcv.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Center for Applied Research on Supply Chain
Services SCS of the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Circuits IIS, Nuremberg
The Fraunhofer Center for Applied Research on Supply Chain Services SCS optimizes business processes by
data. To do so, they combine economic methods and technological solutions with mathematical methods and
models: At their sites in Nuremberg and Bamberg, the working group creates data rooms for networked systems and fast-to-use IoT prototypes, develops state-of-the-art data analytics methods in concrete applications
and supports in the organizational and strategic realization of the digital transformation. As the working group
of the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS – which is the largest of all Fraunhofer Institutes – it not
only draws on its own economic and analytics expertise, but also on the technological know-how of the parent
institute in the context of “cognitive sensor technologies”.
Focus and expertise of the Fraunhofer Center

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Improving the productivity of industrial processes requires transparency on the shop floor. IoT technologies are the key to generate, collect and transmit sensor-generated data from ongoing production. Next,
data analytics methods are required to analyze and
interpret this industrial data. If external factors, such
as the weather or traffic volume, are incorporated, information, important for the industrial enterprise, is
generated. With their help, entrepreneurs identify their
contexts and are able to improve their production processes accordingly. Thus, it is possible to detect from
internal historical data, such as patterns in material
consumption, or forecast supply bottlenecks based on
external market data, so that the supplier can be contacted early. The transparency gained through digitalization builds a bridge between the processes on the
shop floor and the underlying business decision-making processes. This results in efficient, cost-optimized
processes – in resource management, in quality assurance or in the assurance of reliable production capacities.
The experts of Fraunhofer SCS reveal the potential
for digitization in industrial companies and show how
the integration of technological options succeeds.
With their expertise in the field of data analytics and
IoT technologies, they find solutions in the context of
production and make complex processes transparent.
Accordingly, Fraunhofer SCS supports and accompanies the manufacturing industry towards optimized
"digitized production".

• Technologies and solutions for digitized value
creation: implementation of »Industrie 4.0«
through research, development and implementation
of specific solutions for practical applications, that
aim to place technologies in a clear business and
economic context
• DProdLog: platform for the digitization of near-production logistics services
• Pick-by-Local-Light: wirelessly networked signaling system for picking processes
• IKE: KPI-based optimization and control of
transport logistics through localization of industrial
trucks
• ADA-center for analytics, data and applications:
new research center for data analytics and AI in industry
• Road to Digital Production: implementation of an
intelligent work piece carrier for the automation of
production processes
• Link4Pro: flexible networking of multi-level production processes for resource-efficient productivity increase
Contact:
Prof. Dr. Alexander Pflaum
Phone +49 911 58061-9515
E-Mail alexander.pflaum@scs.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.scs.fraunhofer.de

www.ada-center.de
www.digitalisierte-wertschoepfung.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Optronics, System Technology and
Image Exploitation IOSB, Karlsruhe
Fraunhofer IOSB’s research and development activities have always focused on topics closely relating to industrial automation: Ranging from measurement and control technology and embedded systems to complex
monitoring and MES systems, IOSB designs, develops and delivers groundbreaking innovations for industrial
use. The combined range of services covering the entire automation pyramid enables IOSB to provide trendsetting solutions for manufacturing enterprises in the production and process industries, for system integrators
and automation suppliers. We stand for system solutions that work on any level of industrial automation, aiming
at consistent and integrated information management. All parties involved at the various automation levels are
intended to be able to participate in this kind of communication autonomously.
Focus and expertise of the institute
We focus on the following industry-related research
and development services:
Industrial Internet of Things(IIoT)
M ES and M onitoring Systems

Industrial
Communication: Fieldbuses, TSN,
OPC UA etc.

Industrial HumanM achine-Interaction

Digital Tw in

IOSB
SmartFactories
Karlsruhe and
Lemgo

IT Security in M anufacturing

M achine Learning and AI for
discrete manufacturing and
process industry

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Project AutomationML: for an aerospace manufacturer we developed elements of a large automation
library, modelled in AutomationML, enriched with a
code generation enabling flexible setup for different
types of manufacturing and assembly tasks.
Project Machine Learning: in an OEM press shop
we are working on an automated press control,
based on sensor data and the correlation between
quality inspection results and manufacturing process
parameters.

PLUGandWORK: Semantic
Interoperability for Industry 4.0

• Specification, realization and implementation of MESsystems and components, control rooms, visualization solutions, connectivity solutions for machines
and production lines
• Development of OPC UA-tools and SDKs, OPC UAserver and –clients, information modelling, integration
of AutomationML and OPC UA; advanced middleware-concepts, self-description and auto-configuration of components, modelling of mechatronic libraries
• AI and machine learning for manufacturing; sensor
data fusion and data interpretation; specification of
customized learning and modelling algorithms; certified training and qualification for data scientists and
data analysts; specification and implementation of
data analytics architectures for manufacturing and
supply chain
• IT-security for manufacturing; IT security training and
qualification; identity protection and management, privacy by design
• Toolbox with technologies for human perception, e.g.
gesture recognition, face detection, body tracking; assistant systems and adaptive user interfaces without
keyboard, mouse etc.; inline quality control and assistance, augmented reality in manufacturing and
maintenance

Project ML4P: Fraunhofer IOSB leads the Fraunhofer landmark project ‚Machine Learning for Production‘
Project German Edge Cloud: in cooperation with this
company delivering edge-cloud-infrastructure for
real-time applications, we are developing generic architectures and methodologies for industrial analytics and machine learning in manufacturing.
Project FlexSi-Pro (BMBF): flexibility and security
for future manufacturing lines
Project open62541: OPC UA open source implementation

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Olaf Sauer
Phone +49 721 6091-477
E-Mail olaf.sauer@iosb.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/

servlet/is/12579/
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Fraunhofer Institute for Optronics, Systems Technologies
and Image Exploitation IOSB, Industrial Automation
Division INA, Lemgo
Fraunhofer IOSB-INA is one of six locations of the Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics, System Technologies and
Image Exploitation IOSB. According to our guiding principle “Empowering our partners for the digital age” we
empower equipment suppliers, machine and system builders as well as operators and users of automated
technical systems in the digital transformation.
In addition, the technology region Ostwesfalen-Lippe benefits from the membership of Fraunhofer IOSB-INA in
the Technology Network „it‘s OWL“
Focus and expertise of the institute
The core competencies lie in the communication,
analysis, monitoring and user-friendly design of intelligent technical systems.
Thereby Fraunhofer conducts research and develops
solution in the fields of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
INAsense: Mobile sensor system as retrofit solution

Assistance Systems
Industrial Internet (IoT)
Machine Learning
Big Data Platforms
Smart Sensor Systems
Cybersecurity in Production

In addition, tow living labs are operated for the use of
IoT technologies:
• SmartFactoryOWL as the Factory of the Future
• Lemgo Digital as the Digital City

Photo: SmartFactoryOWL in Lemgo

XTEND: man and machine working hand in hand

Contact:
Dipl.-Medienwiss. Mischa Gutknecht-Stöhr
Phone +49 5261 94290-35
E-Mail mischa.gutknecht-stoehr@iosb-ina.
fraunhofer.de
Internet www.fraunhofer-owl.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and
Automation IPA, Stuttgart
With nearly 1,000 employees, the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation IPA is one
of the largest institutes in the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. The total budget amounts to over €70 million. The institute’s research focus is on organizational and technological aspects of production. Methods, components and
devices up to entire machines and manufacturing plants are developed, tested and implemented. Coordinated
by six business units, 15 specialist departments work on an interdisciplinary basis with industrial enterprises
from the following sectors: automotive, machinery and equipment, electronics and microsystems, energy, medical engineering and biotechnology and the process industry
Focus and expertise of the institute

Examples of Industrie 4.0 projects

Our research and development work focuses on the
• AI Innovation Center “Learning Systems”: Transfer of
cost-efficient manufacture of sustainable and personalfundamental AI research from Cyber Valley to manuized products. We aim to enable individualized prodfacturing and service applications
ucts in lot sizes of 1 to be manufactured at the same
• Future Work Lab 2.0: sustainable and human-cenprice as mass-produced goods. To achieve this, we are
tered work design in production
conducting research at the future factory
• Cognitive Robotics: research and development of in“ARENA2036”, for example, and on the Stuttgart Techtelligent robot systems in industrial and service envinology and Innovation Campus S-TEC.
ronments
• Center for Cyber Cognitive Intelligence (CCI): appliOur future and lead topics include:
cation and expert center for the use of ML/AI in pro• Adding value through biointelligence
duction industry
• Digital transformation in the context of Industrie 4.0
• Center for Cyberphysical Systems (ZCPS):
• Energy storage systems
industrial research and development center for im• Frugal manufacturing systems
plementing CPS concepts in technologies, tools and
• Artificial intelligence in automation
products
• Lightweight engineering
• FabOS: open, distributed, real-time capable and secure operating system for production
• Resource efficiency
• Cloud Mall BW: promotion of cloud computing appliWe are part of an international network and have
cations for SMEs
branch offices and project groups in Austria, Hungary, • 5G4KMU: further development of products, applicaJapan and China.
tions and SME business models with the new mobile
radio standard 5G
From single orders right up to large-scale projects with
numerous partners, we work in international cooperations and strategic partnerships. We develop, improve
evaluate, test and certify products, processes and technologies.
Contact:
What sets us apart:
• Transfer of innovations to applications
• Objective consulting services as an independent
contact partner
• Project teams tailored to specific requirements
• Excellent research and industrial network
• Topic-related seminars, events and study program

Joachim Seidelmann
Phone +49 711 9701804
Email joachim.seidelmann@ipa.fraunhofer.de
Prof. Marco Huber
Phone +49 711 9701960
email
marco.huber@ipa.fraunhofer.de
Internet

www.ipa.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and
Design Technology IPK, Berlin
The Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and Design Technology IPK conducts applied research and
development for the entire process chain of manufacturing companies - from product development to the production process, the maintenance of capital goods and the recycling of products to the design and management of
factory operations. In addition, new fields of application in the areas of service robotics, management of globalization and virtual product and process development are increasingly being developed.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

The research and innovation offerings in Industrie 4.0
Lab support industry comprehensively along the value
chain of industrial production. This ranges from virtual
product development to production planning and control, from technologies and machines for parts manufacturing to comprehensive automation and networking
of processes within the company.

• Industrie 4.0-Suitcase
Enables the rapid implementation of prototypes for
the networking of machines and systems for orderspecific production, planning and follow-up of special
orders.

• Product development and engineering: VR technologies, functional digital twin
• Production control: Model-based, modular solutions for MES and shop floor IT
• Human-centered robotics: collaborative and cooperative robots, gesture-based programming and
control of robots
• Smart Maintenance: Condition Monitoring, Data
Analytics
• Business models: Smart services, data-driven
value creation

The Fraunhofer IPK and its Industry 4.0 Lab support as
a test environment within the framework of the funding
program "I4KMU" medium-sized businesses in the
digital transformation.

• Digital factory and product twins
Consistent data models in product creation, enrichment with operational and status data in the lifecycle
including new services and business models through
networked data analysis.
• Cloud-based control and automation
Service-based provision of automation functions in
cloud architectures and real-time TSN communication structures.
• Smart Maintenance and Condition Monitoring
IoT-based services and data analytics in the cloud
for monitoring the condition of machines for the predictive maintenance.
• Assistance systems
Model-based generation of digital assistance systems for consistent support of production work, gesture-based operation and AR assistance in plants
and processes.

Contact:
Prof. Dr. h. c. Dr.-Ing. Eckart Uhlmann
Phone +49 30 39006 100
E-Mail eckart.uhlmann@ipk.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.ipk.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Photonic Microsystems IPMS,
Dresden
Fraunhofer IPMS is your trusted research and service partner for the implementation of optical sensors and
actuators, integrated circuits, wireless transmission technologies, microsystems, and nanoelectronics. With an
annual R&D volume of over 40 million euro, our more than 400 experts work together with industry and the
public sector to develop ready-to-market complete solutions for Industry 4.0, medical technology, and improving the quality of life. Our services range from feasibility studies and the development of wafer-based processes and technologies at 200 and 300 mm, to the qualified small series production in our own cleanrooms –
from components to complete systems.
Our services are complemented by the input of our cooperation partners from science and industry. Fraunhofer
IPMS is part of the Fraunhofer Society with 72 independent facilities, the Fraunhofer Microelectronics Group for
Microelectronics, and the Research Fab Microelectronic Germany (FMD). We are further involved in regional
and international microelectronics and microsystems technology networks and are closely linked with our customers, sponsors and research colleagues. Fraunhofer IPMS has state-of-the-art laboratory and facility equipment at four locations in the federal states of Saxony, Brandenburg and Thuringia. To ensure the lasting success of our customers, our institute for research, development and production is certified according to the DIN
EN 9001:2015 standard.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Fraunhofer IPMS supports companies along the entire value chain with our Industry 4.0 solutions. Combining technological competence in the development
of sensor and actuator systems with industrial engineering expertise, Fraunhofer IPMS provides customer-specific solutions for the production of the future. Our services include:
• Data collection by means of wireless sensor systems
• Real-time capable optical data transmission, data
processing and analysis
• Development of detailed production planning solutions
• Development of photonic and mesoscopic actuators.
Our wireless sensor solutions pave the way to “smart”
products. To this end, Fraunhofer IPMS researches
wireless, passive RFID systems with integrated sensors for the identification and monitoring of products
and their properties. Supplemented with a power supply, or in combination with energy harvesting concepts, our wireless sensor solutions can be used, for
example, in monitoring supply chains or as a data
logger.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Li-Fi M2M: A plug and work wireless communication
technology for seamless integration with existing control systems and machine infrastructures. Provides
fast, real-time and secure wireless data transmission
via light.
RFID Sensors: Passive wireless sensor transponder
such as temperature sensors for monitoring critical
junctions in low- and medium-voltage switchgear.
Time Sensitive Networking IP Core with Switch Functionality: Integration of TSN functionality into Ethernet
network devices. Successful testing of an FPGA system based on IP cores has been conducted in interoperability testing of the TSN Testbed of the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) and Labs Network Industrie 4.0.

Contact:
Aron Guttowski
Telefon 0351 8823 229
E-Mail aron.guttowski@ipms.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.ipms.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Production Technology IPT,
Aachen
In its current research and development projects, the Fraunhofer IPT dedicates itself to the challenge of creating
virtual and simulation-based solutions for both individual steps and entire process chains that can be implemented in machines, systems and software systems. With its many years of experience in production technologies,
the Aachen-based institute works together with industry in order to provide the basis for a digitized production.
The Fraunhofer IPT's technological expertise is also being complemented by new methods of production organization and the design of industrial software systems. The institute's portfolio ranges from the evaluation and design of technologies and process chains through planning and control concepts to control loops for quality assurance. At present, around 460 employees work in Aachen alone on an area of 9000 m², of which about 5000 m²
are laboratories and machine halls.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Networking and adaptivity in production form an important basis for industrie 4.0. The Fraunhofer IPT
investigates how individual steps or entire production
processes can be planned virtually and simulationbased and how they can be adaptively implemented
in machines, plants and software systems. Adaptivity
stands for new flexibility in manufacturing processes
and process chains that adapt and optimize by themselves. By interconnecting plants and software systems, intelligent control systems and sensor technology, it becomes possible to capture and provide
technology and process information on a continuous
basis. We use state-of-the-art IT infrastructure and
industrial cloud solutions for smart services and data
exchange using 5G wireless technology to evaluate
and efficiently utilize large amounts of data. The primary goal of our work is to further push the technological boundaries of manufacturing processes to
their limits and thus save time, resources and ultimately costs. To this end, we design manufacturing
systems, processes and process chains that increase production performance and efficiency.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.
International Center for Networked,
Adaptive Production
The International Center for Networked, Adaptive Production is an initiative of the federal state of North RhineWestphalia and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft with intensive support from industry, which was launched at the
end of 2016 as the Fraunhofer High Performance Center
"Networked, Adaptive Production" with the participation
of Fraunhofer ILT and IME in Aachen. The task of the
High Performance Center is to design an open research
platform and testbed for the industry within a period of
three years, where new concepts of a digitized production can be developed and tested under practical conditions. ICNAP is an open platform for companies who
want to participate in the research and development of
industrie 4.0 technologies for demanding value chains.
Main topics
• Sensor systems and data acquisition
• Interfaces and connectivity
• Data synchronization and middleware
• Data modeling and data analytics
• Digital twin in the product life cycle
• Cloud systems and IT architecture
• Digital business models

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Kristian Arntz
Phone +49 241 8904-121
E-mail kristian.arntz@ipt.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.ipt.fraunhofer.de
Auszug aus:
„Industrie-4.0-Forschung an deutschen Forschungsinstituten – ein Überblick“, VDMA, September 2019
Kontakt: Judith Binzer  VDMA-Forum Industrie 4.0  Telefon +49 69 6603-1810  E-Mail judith.binzer@vdma.org

Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research
ISI, Karlsruhe
The Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research ISI analyzes the origins and impacts of innovations. We research the short- and long-term developments of innovation processes and the impacts of new technologies and services on society. On this basis, we are able to provide our clients from industry, politics and science with recommendations for action and perspectives for key decisions. Our expertise is founded on our scientific competence as well as an interdisciplinary and systemic research approach.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Our services for our clients include:
• Assessment of innovation and competition strategies
of companies particularly of medium-sized enterprises,
• Measuring industrial innovation capacity and innovation benchmarking,
• Supporting the development of services and new
business models,
• Accompanying the strategic design of organizational
framework conditions for innovation (e.g. competence development, Open Innovation, risk assessment of innovation co-operations),
• Studies on future viability and competitiveness of
companies, industries and sectors of the manufacturing industry,
• Evaluating and designing support instruments of
industrial innovation, technology and policy making.

Evaluation and support of the BMWi project “SME 4.0
Competence Centre Stuttgart”
Digital cognition in production processes, commissioned by the VDMA´s IMPULS-Stiftung
Secure PLUG and WORK, a BMBF project developing
plug-in 4.0-technologies for SMEs
EUManStu: An analysis of the drivers, barriers and
readiness factors of EU companies for adopting advanced manufacturing products and technologies, for
the European Commission.
TAB 3D: Perspectives on the application and development of additive production processes in Germany, for
the Büro für Technikfolgen-Abschätzung beim
Deutschen Bundestag.

Contact:
Dr. Thomas Reiß
Phone +49 721 6809-160
E-Mail thomas.reiss@isi.fraunhofer.de
Dr. Christian Lerch
Phone +49 721 6809 386
E-Mail christian.lerch@isi.fraunhofer.de
Internet

www.isi.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Machine Tools and
Forming Technology IWU, Dresden
For more than 25 years the Fraunhofer-Institute for Machine Tools and Forming Technology has been a driver
behind innovations in the field of production technology research and development. As the leading institute for
resource-efficient production within the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the main focus lies on the development of efficiency technologies and cognitive production systems as well as the optimization of forming and machining processes. The consideration of the entire process chain is particularly emphasized. The development of lightweight
structures and technologies for processing new materials as well as the integrations of functionality into
(sub-)systems are essential success factors. The Institute's portfolio is supplemented by medical engineering.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The Fraunhofer IWU stands for industry oriented research under the guiding theme “resource-efficient production” in three scientific fields:
• Mechatronics and lightweight design
• Forming
• Machine tools, production systems and machining.
620 highly qualified employees develop solutions in
close cooperation with partners from research and industry. Beside the origin of the institute in Chemnitz,
the Fraunhofer IWU is located in Dresden, Zittau, Leipzig und Wolfsburg. Competence fields are:
• Mechatronics
• Functional integration/Lightweight design
• Textile lightweight construction
• Cyber-Physical Production Systems
• Sheet metal forming
• Massive forming
• Joining technologies
• Manufacturing systems and machines
• Smart Factory - digitaliziation and automation
• Machining technologies
In the “E³ Forschungsfabrik” research factory for
resource-efficient production, the Fraunhofer IWU bundles its core competencies in three competence areas
"Powertrain", "Car body technology" and "Energy and
data management 2.0".
The future topic of cognitive production systems will be
addressed by the research center "Cognitive Production Systems (CPS)" currently being established in
Dresden.
The Fraunhofer IWU has excellent regional, national
(VDW, WGP, VDMA) and international (CIRP, EFFRA)
networks.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
• SynErgie - Alignment of industrial processes to
fluctuating power supply
• CyProAssist - Manufacturing assistance system
using socio-cyber-physical production systems
• 3Dsensation - Secure and efficient interaction of
man, machine and environment
• ML4P – Machine Learning for production
• EVOLOPRO - Evolutionary optimization of complex
production systems and products
• Mittelstand 4.0 Competence Center Chemnitz
• E³-Forschungsfabrik - Research factory for
resource efficient production
• Industrie 4.0–Test Environment – Mobilization of
SME for Industrie 4.0
• GIgAfLoPs – Hollistic Machine Learning for production

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Arvid Hellmich
Phone +49 351 463 34358
E-Mail arvid.hellmich@iwu.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.iwu.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Institute for Nondestructive Testing
IZFP, Saarbruecken
The Fraunhofer IZFP is an internationally networked research center for the development of »cognitive sensor
systems«. Our system solutions are developed as prototypes suitable for industrial use with a maturity level up to
series production, whereby the entire range of physical measuring principles of nondestructive testing (NDT) is
used. Its flexibly accredited testing laboratory allows the IZFP to quickly transfer the latest development results
into industrial practice. Our industry partners use our research results to improve product quality, shorten product
development times, optimize manufacturing processes and optimize the life of their products.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Cognitive sensor systems from the Fraunhofer IZFP
combine NDT methods with signal processing and data
analysis based on sensor integrated artificial intelligence, embedded in self-organized, auto-adaptive networks. The IZFP provides such systems for each element in the value chain in the product life cycle (PLC),
from raw material extraction to material and product development, production and maintenance, to disposal
and recycling.

The research of the Fraunhofer IZFP is based on knowhow acquired in decades in almost all known methods
of NDT and uses extensive expertise in industrially
used materials, manufacturing processes and products.
Increasingly, the device and sensor systems developed
at IZFP are interlinked with modern information and
communication technology, e.g. for intelligent signal
and image processing as well as for the automatic interpretation and evaluation of inspection and measuring
data based on machine learning.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

• 3D SmartInspect: Support for manual testing
through wearable computing
• Identification and traceability of industrial components based on sensory material information
• Acoustix: Fault detection in systems and machines
by means of acoustic noise evaluation
• Modular, energy self-sufficient and cost-effective
infrastructural measuring systems
• In-situ quality monitoring in additive processes,
such as Selective Laser Melting (SLM)
• Flexible test automation with autonomous robotic
systems (collaborative, cooperative)
• Self-controlled manufacturing and machine monitoring (predictive / prescriptive maintenance)
based on integrated sensors
• AI-based image processing for the automated
evaluation of test results
Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Bernd Wolter
Phone +49 681 9302-3883
E-Mail bernd.wolter@izfp.fraunhofer.de
Internet www.izfp.fraunhofer.de
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IAS - Institute of Industrial Automation and Software
Engineering, University of Stuttgart
The Institute of Industrial Automation and Software Engineering belongs to the Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology of the Faculty of Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Information Technology at the University of Stuttgart. The research and teaching of the institute focuses on the
topic of software systems for automation technology. We see ourselves as a connection of the product and
plant automation in the research disciplines of information technology, software technology and automation.
Focus and expertise of the institute
 Flexibility of automation systems: Future automation systems are agile, i.e. they are highly flexible in adapting to the context of use and varying
conditions in the environment. In the process, automation systems are increasingly implemented
based on intelligent components and perform tasks
autonomously or in cooperation with humans. Two
key aspects are the ability to communicate between
humans and systems as well as the autonomous
character. To achieve their goals, automation systems of the future can interact and cooperate on a
semantic level to optimise costs, energy consumption and waste.
 Dependability of automation systems: In addition to functionality, the qualitative properties in particular, determine the success of automation systems today. The characteristics of reliability, availability and security are driving innovations for future
applications. It is very important to develop systems, which determine quality at an early stage by
means of a reliability analysis or ensure the availability.
 Engineering of cyber-physical automation systems: Cyber-physical systems increasingly permeate automation technology. Digital images, networking and cooperation by means of information
exchange enable new functionalities as well as new
work processes and business models. "Connected
Industries", "Connected Cars" or "Connected Life"
are catchphrases that promise completely new applications in all areas. IAS deals with methods for
the development and application of cyber-physical
systems and components, dynamically combining
new configurations, which at the time of development were unknown or envisaged.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
In the context of Industrie 4.0, IAS adresses the following topics:
 Cooperating proactive and adaptive cyber-physical
systems
 Reliability and safety
 Planning of value added networks for cyber-physical modules
 Intelligent methods for test of distributed systems
Examples:
Architecture of a Digital Twin: In order to demonstrate the advantages of a Digital Twin, a demonstrator was developed at the IAS. This demonstrator
shows the inner structure and provides the functionality of a digital twin. On the physical side it consists of
a truck body and on the cyber side it consists of models that are graphically represented. Various scenarios allow interaction both with the physical world and
with the cyber world.
Distributed Industrie 4.0 production plant: This
distributed hybrid system consists of several production stations, which demonstrates the following aspects:
 Flexible adhoc process planning / scheduling with
agent control
 Reconfiguration of automation systems and plug &
produce technologies
 Human-machine interaction with Apps
The focus of the demonstrator is the dynamic information exchange of different Industrie 4.0 applications
and algorithms for production planning and control of
value added networks. Furthermore, the first approaches of possible test procedures for plug and
play systems and components in the field are demonstrated.
Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h. c. Michael Weyrich
Phone +49 711 685 67301
E-Mail michael.weyrich@ias.uni-stuttgart.de
Internet www.ias.uni-stuttgart.de
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IBF – Institute for Management and Factory Systems
Chemnitz University of Technology
The Institute for Management and Factory Systems (IBF) at the Chemnitz University of Technology with his professorships "Human Factors and Innovation Management" and "Factory Planning and Factory Management"
educates engineers for planning, designing, operating and controlling of industrial and factory systems, production
systems and networks as well as for the ergonomic design of work processes, work equipment and products, the
organization of work, the working environment and the occupational health and safety. The teaching and research
of the IBF is characterized by a comprehensive and interdisciplinary collaboration in these areas. Training and
scientific activities are supported by practical work in the laboratories of the institute.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Planning and operation of production systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible/ adaptable production systems
Layout planning, material flow planning
Logistics systems
Supply chains, value networks
Production planning and control, production data
acquisition
Process design
Project management
Maintenance
Lean production/ lean management
Modelling and simulation, Digital Factory, Augmented and Virtual Reality in planning processes
Energy efficiency/ resource efficiency
Quality and environmental management systems,
quality techniques

Design of Human-Technology-Interaction:

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
In the field of Industrie 4.0 the IBF is operating in the
following research and transfer projects:
Factory2Fit - Empowering and participatory adaptation
of factory automation to fit for workers
KUKoMo - New concepts for the implementation of
collaborative assembly systems for small and fluctuating production batch numbers as well as their successful introduction into SME
Mittelstand 4.0 Competence Center Chemnitz –
Digitalization & Industry 4.0 for small and mediumsized enterprises
Plug_and_Control - Adaptive Smart Service Systems
for the Optimization and Controlling of Production Systems based on Smart Data Units
retroTEX - Retrofit of machines and processes in the
textile value chain

• User-centred product design and usability
• Work design and work organisation in cyberphysical
systems and under demographic change
• Virtual ergonomics and digital validation
• Health and safety at work
Innovation and competence management:
• Technology oriented innovations and Open Innovation
• Employability and innovation capabilities
• Competence development in enterprises

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Ralph Riedel
Phone +49 371 53135-314
E-Mail ralph.riedel@mb.tu-chemnitz.de
Internet www.tu-chemnitz.de/mb/FabrPlan
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ifak – Institut für Automation und Kommunikation e.V.,
Magdeburg
ifak - Institute for Automation and Communication, founded in 1991 from the Otto-von-Guericke-University, is
an independent engineering research institute in the state capital of Sachsen-Anhalt. It is a member of the German Industrial Research Association Konrad Zuse e.V. with more than 70 institutes throughout Germany. ifak
is located in the think tank in the science harbour of the city of Magdeburg. More than 50 scientists work on
projects with a total annual volume of approx. 4.5 million €. The spectrum ranges from feasibility studies to
complex development and research projects funded over several years at federal and EU level. In addition to
electrical engineering, ifak's clients come from a wide variety of industrial sectors.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The institute conducts applied research in the following four business areas. Thus ifak is active in several
fields of action of the High-Tech Strategy 2025 of the
Federal Government. Research and development
projects in the fields of Industry 4.0 and Artificial Intelligence are examples. On the basis of the research
results, the employees of ifak support companies in
the development and introduction of innovative technologies in their products, processes and services.
ICT & Automation - Digital Production Systems, Real-time Communication, Wireless in Automation, Device
Integration, Test Laboratories
Water & Energy - Sewer Systems,
Wastewater Treatment Plants, Smart
Grid, Biogas, Integrated Planning Tools
Measurement Technology and
Power Electronics - Process Measurement Technology, Acoustic Sensors and Actuators, Application-Specific Sensor Systems, Wireless Power
and Data Transmission, Signal Analysis and Processing
Transport & Assistance - Intelligent
Transport Systems, Electromobility,
Mobility and Logistics in Urban and
Rural Areas, Connected Driving, Intralogistics and Production Supply,
Ambient Assisted Living

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Productive 4.0 - The project "Productive 4.0" is one
of the largest European research initiatives in the field
of Industrie 4.0. More than 100 partners from 19 European countries are working on the digitization and
networking of industrial production. (EU-ECSEL,
BMBF 16ESE0185)
OPTIMUM - addresses in the application areas "Material Handling" and "Smart Manufacturing" aspects of
distributed control, the use and adaptation of technologies from the (I)IoT environment, the consideration
of context and location information as well as the topic
of model- and 3D-based engineering and plant monitoring. (EU-ITEA3, BMBF 011S17027A)
BaSys4.2 - The main goal of the project is the further
development of the BaSyx Open Source Industrie 4.0
Middleware. Essential components and resources will
be created to build I4.0 production value networks.
(BMBF 01IS19022R)
INVITE4.0 - The aim of the joint project is to develop
a method for engineering technology-based services
with Industrie 4.0 technologies. The focus is on plant
and process engineering, in particular the value chain
of paper- and fiber-based materials. (BMWi
49VF170002)
Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ulrich Jumar
Phone +49 391 9901-410
E-Mail ulrich.jumar@ifak.eu
Internet www.ifak.eu
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IFL – Institute for Material Handling and Logistics
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Founded in 1901, the Institute of Material Handling and Logistics (IFL) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT) is one of the oldest institutions in the field of technical logistics. About 30 scientific employees work on research and development projects, ranging from the development and design of material handling systems, robotics and assisting systems in material handling, or integrating new control principles in intralogistics or the handling of material in extreme environments to designing and optimizing logistics processes.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Regarding Industrie 4.0, the IFL develops on the one
hand Cyber-Physical Systems for intralogistics and operates on the other hand at the level of supply chain
management.

FlexConveyor and GridSorter: modular continuous
conveyor system for transporting and sorting of goods

• Intuitive human-machine interaction: The IFL integrates new concepts such as gesture control or
mobile human-machine interfaces in intralogistics
systems.

• Autonomous systems, robotics in intralogistics:
we are designing robots for intralogistics tasks, which
autonomously or in co-operation with humans solve
tasks in material handling.

• Control Algorithms: Whether it is the decentralized
control of a modular sorter or predictive AGV navigation with lines: The IFL is looking for new methods to
improve the efficiency of intralogistics-systems.

FiFi: Gesture-controlled transport vehicle
Workplace 4.0: Gesture-controlled packaging and
assembly table with "table-based" interaction
AGV like KARIS PRO: Automated guided vehicle
system of modular, autonomous vehicles, which
transport individually or jointly different transport
goods. Moving autonomously in- and outdoors.
QBIIK: Cooperative and autonomous handling of
totes and parts with mobile robots. Support by remote
operators who successively train a learning picking
robot.
DPNB:Digital Production Network Broker provides a
platform for short-term supplier and forwarder integration

• IT-based support in supply chains: How can data
and IT systems help to make the right decision when
the rescheduling of supplies is necessary due to
short term disturbances?

• Plug&Play Material Handling Systems: For over 10
years the IFL has been researching so-called
Plug&Play material handling systems: The result is
for example conveyor technology that is easy to set
up and operate.

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Kai Furmans
Phone +49 721 608 48600
E-Mail info@ifl.kit.edu
Internet www.ifl.kit.edu
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IFW - Institute of Production Engineering
Leibniz University Hannover
The Institute of Production Engineering and Machine Tools (IFW) of the Leibniz University Hannover deals with
all aspects of machining production technology from the machining process through the development of machines to production planning and production organization. We combine experimental, theoretical and simulation-based methods and cover basic research as well as practical development, services and consulting.
Since 2005, the IFW has been working on production engineering solutions that eliminate the physical separation of components and associated information i.e. components and machines that can feel and communicate.
Industrie 4.0 solutions and the application of artificial intelligence are two of the main research areas of the institute.
Focal points and competences
The close integration of university and industry is
for us - as an intermediary between research and
practice - a cornerstone of our work.

Projekt examples in Industrie 4.0
Autonomously from CAD design to the perfect workpiece. The IFW pursues this vision with the Autonomous Machine Tool. Current projects are investigating
self-optimising process planning, AI-based process
monitoring for individual parts, learning stability maps
and continuous process parameter adjustment with
the aid of the digital twin.
Functionalisation of surfaces, application-optimised cutting materials
and coatings, data analysis and machine learning the Production Innovation Network offers its members
concentrated research competence for the entire production process. We put solutions for the introduction
of Industrie 4.0 technologies into practice.

We are active in the following areas:
Manufacturing technology
• Grinding technology
• Cutting
• Tailored Surfaces
Maschine tools and controls
• Machine components
• Machine technologies
• Machines and process monitoring

Digitization and Artificial Intelligence. Information events,
training courses, company
talks and implementation projects - with these offers, "Mit uns digital!", the 4.0
Competence Center for SMEs in Hanover, makes
SMEs fit for the digital future.

Production systems
• Production planning and controll
• Process planning and simulation
High-performance production of carbon fibre
structures
• Automation and system concepts for the production
of CFRP-parts
• Construction and evaluation of CFRP-production
process chains

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Berend Denkena
Phone +49 511 762-2553
E-Mail denkena@ifw.uni-hannover.de
Internet www.ifw.uni-hannover.de
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IfW - Institute for Machine Tools
University of Stuttgart
The research of the Institute for Machine Tools at the University of Stuttgart is focussed on the design, the
simulation and the optimization of machine tools, tools and power tools as well as their experimental and sensorassisted examination and analysis. Furthermore the IfW conducts research into the optimization of tools and
processes for material removal operations of metal materials, wood, plastics and composites. Another focus is on
additive manufacturing processes as well as on process monitoring and control as material-independent crosssectional areas for analysing and optimizing process chains.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Design, simulation and optimization of machine
tools and assemblies
• CPS for machine tools
• FEM- and MBS-based machine design
• Adaptable components
• Lightweight design of machine tools
• Additive manufacturing systems
Dynamic, thermal and acoustic behaviour of
machine tools
• Development of new measuring and test methods
• Modal and operating deflection shape analyses
• Adaptronic systems for machine tools
Development and optimization of material removal
processes
• Process and tool optimization by experiment and
simulation, simulation of machining processes
• High-speed and high-performance cutting, micromachining/ultraprecision machining
• Alternative cooling lubrication concepts
• Vibration-assisted machining
Efficiency, sustainability and safety
• Energy-efficient machine tools and machining
processes
• Reduction of emissions (sound, dust, vapours)
• Development/analysis of safety devices for machine
tools
Process monitoring and control
• System-integrated sensor solutions
• Multiphysical process analysis
• Data science in metal cutting (process pattern
recognition, operating strategies)
• Additive-subtractive process chains
• Autonomous condition monitoring

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
Tool 4.0 (inserted-tooth milling cutter)
• Intelligent tool
• Monitoring of indexable inserts on the basis of the
resultant forces and the temperatures on each insert
• Vibration measurement, period of use and rotational
speed of tool
• Wireless data transmission per BLE
• Evaluation unit for several tools
• Wear detection and prediction
• Analysis and evaluation app
Sensor-integrated tool for automated surface and
rim zone optimization in single-lip deep-hole
drilling
• The research project is conducted within the Priority
Programme „Surface conditioning in machining
processes“ (SPP 2086) of the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
• The goal is to establish the thermomechanical actual
condition of the hole rim zone in process by means
of a sensor-integrated tool in single-lip deep-hole
drilling.
• Then it is possible to adjust the required rim zone
characteristics based on data from measurements
and simulation calculations via tracking machining
parameters.

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Thomas Stehle
Phone +49 711 685 83866
E-Mail thomas.stehle@ifw.uni-stuttgart.de
Internet www.ifw.uni-stuttgart.de
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Cluster of Excellence Internet of Production IoP
RWTH Aachen University
The successful work of the Cluster of Excellence "Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage Countries",
which ran from 2006 to 2018, has been continued since 1 January 2019 with the Cluster of Excellence "Internet
of Production" (IoP). The IoP is based on the vision to enable a new level of cross-domain collaboration by
providing semantically adequate and contextual data from production, development, and use in real-time and
customized granularity.
The central scientific approach is represented by Digital Shadows as application-specific aggregated and multiperspective datasets. In the IoP, a conceptual reference infrastructure is designed and implemented that enables
the generation and use of the Digital Shadows.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Modern production is characterized by vast amounts of
data. However, this data is neither easily accessible, interpretable, nor connected to gain knowledge. With the
Internet of Production (IoP) we have the vision to enable a new level of cross-domain collaboration.

Vision of the IoP – The World becomes a Lab
Source: Dr. Martin Riedel

Together we face the interdisciplinary challenges, such
as the integration of production engineering models into
data-driven machine learning. Research topics of the
research program are the infrastructure, materials
and materials, production technology, production
management, agile production development and integrated usage.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
As the basis for the transfer of Aachen production
technology into the age of the fourth industrial revolution, the next important milestone for the further creation of application-oriented and innovative solutions in
the field of production technology is now on the
agenda of the new Cluster. The IoP offers real-time,
secure information availability of all relevant data at
any time, at any place and is regarded as the core of
industry 4.0. In this way, the IoP paves the way for a
new era of production. The sum of the generated and
aggregated data - the high-volume "digital shadow" of
production - creates predictability with the goal of controlled production. From the entire product development, to the fast, error-free implementation of immediately required changes in mass production, cross-domain knowledge is generated and used. This approach of needs-based data analysis and the application of machine learning algorithms holds great potential and provides important impetus for the entire production technology.

Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Matthias Brockmann
Phone +49 241 80 25322
E-Mail info@iop.rwth-aachen.de
Internet

www.iop.rwth-aachen.de
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IPRI – International Performance Research Institute
Performance Management in the Era of Industrie 4.0,
Stuttgart
The International Performance Research Institute (IPRI) is a non-profit research institute in the field of business
administration.
IPRI conducts applied research with a focus on performance management of organizations, enterprises and enterprise networks. The main focus of its activities is the implementation of publicly funded research projects and
studies, international cooperation in the field of performance management and the communication of scientific
results in the form of publications and conferences. The implementation of the results in practice is a focus of its
work, with particular attention being paid to small and medium-sized enterprises.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

The core activity of the institute lies in the research of
Industrie 4.0 related areas such as
 Business Analytics
 Business Development
 Increasing the acceptance of algorithms during the
introduction phase in companies as well as their results in the management process
 Early recognition of opportunities and risks in the
corporate environment
 Strategic design and management of industrial
services
 Development and control of digital platforms
 Optimization and further development of the spare
parts management business segment

Research projects:
IPRI conducts a large number of research projects in
the context of Industrie 4.0, such as
 Sales Service Analytics-based sales support for
service technicians in mechanical engineering
 Shopfloor Pulse Target-oriented use of real-time
data-based key figures in shopfloor management
 LidA Enabling employees to meet the challenges of
digital change through company and employeespecific teaching and learning modules

The focus is on practically oriented research with
transfer possibilities for research results.
For enterprises, IPRI offers possibilities to individual
consulting projects, working groups as well as several events like the Service Forum Region Stuttgart or
the AK 4.0 Symposium.

Publications:
A reference book on the use of data in corporate management: Seiter: „Business Analytics, So nutzen Sie
Big Data, Industrie 4.0 und Internet of Things für die
Unternehmenssteuerung“ (2019).
The research work regularly results in publications
such as
 Seiter: „Die Fußangeln des Plattformgeschäfts”
(2018)
 Seiter et al.: „Roadmap Industrie 4.0 - Ihr Weg zur
erfolgreichen Umsetzung von Industrie 4.0“(2019).
 Kasselmann, Gebhardt: „Kosten- und Erlösstruktur
im Wandel durch Industrie 4.0 - Empirische Benchmarks“ (2017)

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Mischa Seiter
Phone +49 711 620 32-680
E-Mail mseiter@ipri-institute.com
Internet www.ipri-institute.com/
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IPS - Institute of Production Systems
TU Dortmund University
The Institute of Production Systems (IPS) directed by Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jochen Deuse conducts research in
the field of analysis and design of production systems and combines the established approaches of Industrial
Engineering with innovative approaches from the fields of Industrial Data Science, Automation Technology,
Digital Factory and Lean Production. In interdisciplinary teams from the disciplines of Mechanical Engineering,
Industrial Engineering, Business Mathematics, Statistics, Logistics and Computer Science about 40 employees
conduct fundamental and application-oriented research. The IPS transfers research knowledge to academic
education and supports industrial partners with a wide range of consulting services.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Work System Design
Work organisation and design; Human-TechnologyInteraction; Competence development; Digital ergonomics; Digital time management; Learning by
Demonstration; Systemic process improvement;
Workplace design and material supply

AIM
Work assistance system for the individualisation of
work design and method training; Corporate health
management by Smart Devices

Production System Dynamics
Production program planning; Performance coordination & sequence planning; Buffer design; Machine utilization planning; Bottleneck identification & prediction; Dynamic Value Stream Design; Order release
control; Layout design; Internal logistics
Digital Manufacturing
Internet of Things; Product Lifecycle Management;
Standardisation; Smart Services and business models; Digital Twin; Retrofitting and real-time Data in
production; Digital planning support; Innovative data
and process modeling
Smart Quality
(Lean) Six Sigma; Predictive Quality; Predictive
Maintenance; Statistical Process Control (SPC); Advanced Process Control (APC); Technical cleanliness;
Digital quality management tools & methods; Qualitydriven product development
Production System
Data
Analytics

Sensors

Embedded
System

KoMPI
Execution-based, digital planning of collaborative assembly systems and integration into variable production scenarios; Resource limitation; Product and variant diversity; Human-Robot-Collaboration
ROBOTOP
Modular, open and internet-based platform for robot
applications in industry and service; End user support;
Automated planning support
PHASE
Cyber-physical machines; Virtual mapping of production systems; Personalized information provision and
preparation; Transparency
SFB 876 – Project B3
Quality Prediction in continuous production processes; Prediction based on real-time data; Reduction
of inspection scope; Machine Learning

(Inter-)Action

Contact:
Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jochen Deuse
Phone +49 755 2652
E-Mail jochen.deuse@ips.tu-dortmund.de
Internet www.IPS.DO
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ISW - Institute for Control Engineering of Machine Tools
and Manufacturing Units
University of Stuttgart
The Institute for Control Engineering of Machine Tools and Manufacturing Units ISW is one of the world‘s leading research institutes in the field of control engineering. The ISW conducts interdisciplinary research in technologies for production and automation of the future. For the industry, we have been an innovative and reliable
partner for more than fifty years when it comes to demanding challenges and interesting projects.

Focus and expertise of the institute
With our range of services concerning control engineering we can support
you in the pursuit of your
essential production goals
in the field of automation.
In order to meet the challenges we offer the following services:
• Identification and implementation of optimization
measures in machines and plants
• Design and realization of automation systems up
to the acceptance by your client
• Optimization of control concepts, architectures
and algorithms
• High-performance control concepts in soft- and
hardware (FPGA)
• Software architectures, module-based engineering
and intelligent production networks of machines
and plants
• Highly performant connection of drive and sensor
systems to controls
• Know-how of communication technologies (OPC
UA, sercos, ProfiNet, EtherCat, TSN, …) from the
clamp to the cloud
• Conception and standardization of communication
protocols until certification
• Real-time simulation, coupled with any optional
control system
• Further instruction and training courses in the field
of automation technology
• Qualified expertise in the area of control engineering

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
• ARENA2036: versatile production, cell instead of
line, new production concepts
• iSrv: intelligent service system, digital production
information feedback
• ToolProduction: provisioning and transfer of product technology, digital process control
• Devekos: distributed interpolation and control for
multi-component systems
• CLM4.0: Closed Loop Manufacturing 4.0 with realtime process control on a smart-box
• FabOS: vision for an open, distributes, real-time
capable and secure operating system for production
• KOSMoS: collaborative smart contracting platform
for digital value-adding networks using blockchain
technology
• SeRoNet: service-oriented backend for service robot solutions
• TSN4Automation: support for getting started with
real-time Ethernet for automation companies
• Digital Twin: automated engineering of fully automated assembly lines
• Virtual control test bench: advanced virtual commission through test automation
• OPC UA standardization and concept development for leading machinery and plant manufacturers
Contact:
Dr.-Ing. Armin Lechler
Phone +49 711 685 82642
E-Mail armin.lechler@isw.uni-stuttgart.de
Internet www.isw.uni-stuttgart.de
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ITA - Institut für Textiltechnik
RWTH Aachen University
With more than 300 employees the Institut für Textiltechnik (ITA) is one of the top five institutes of RWTH Aachen University. Connected to the institute is the chair of textile engineering of mechanical engineering.
The ITA works industry-related, interdisciplinary and internationally oriented. For research and development, the
ITA has a modern equipped technical center, which reflects complete textile process chains.

Focus and expertise of the institute
Main focus of the institute lies on the departments
Mechanical Engineering and textile processing, polymer
technology and high performance fiber materials, textile
preforming and composites, medicine technology,
Smart Textiles and joining as well as on Simulation and
measurement systems. The ITA develops textile semifinished products and products for fields of application
within the sectors Life Sciences und Healthcare, Construction and Housing, light weight design and Mobility
as well as the Energy Sector. Moreover, countless
additional industries with goal oriented innovations for
new processes and textile materials are served.
On the implementation of Industrie 4.0 ITA conducts
research in numerous public projects and direct
research and development contracts. Particular focuses
are
• cognitive and self-optimizing textile machinery,
• human-machine-interface,
• the networked textile process chain and
• the textile factory operation.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
The most important projects at the ITA concerning the
Industrie 4.0:
• Excellence cluster Internet of Prodcution
• SozioTex
Analysis and targeted design of socio-technical
systems for an aging workforce, especially when
dealing with innovative and networked production
steps.
• AutoNoM
Automatic Modellung and Analysis in the Nonwoven Production using Machine Learning.
• Easy Vlies 4.0
Easy quick-setup of nonwoven cards using methodologies from Industrie 4.0
• DigiTextil
Digtial cross company networking and use of Big
Data for error tracing in the textile process chain
using the example of nonwoven production
• VerTex 4.0
Developing a technology-transfer-concept to establish networking along the textile process chain
• Numerous direct research and development projects

Contact:
Name Dr.-Ing-Wirt.-Ing. Frederik Cloppenburg
Phone +49 241 80-24714
E-Mail frederik.cloppenburg@ita.rwth-aachen.de
Internet www.ita.rwth-aachen.de
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Institut für Textilmaschinen und
Textile Hochleistungswerkstofftechnik
TU Dresden
Das Institut für Textilmaschinen und Textile Hochleistungswerkstofftechnik (ITM) der Technischen Universität
Dresden ist eine der weltweit führenden universitären Forschungseinrichtungen auf dem Gebiet der Textil- und
Montagetechnik. Für die erfolgreiche Durchführung der vielfältigen Forschungsprojekte verfügt das ITM über eine
moderne Infrastruktur, die die rasche Entwicklung von völlig neuen Technologien und innovativen Produkten
ermöglicht. Die interdisziplinären Forschungsaktivitäten des ITM spiegeln sich in den Bereichen Maschinen-,
Technologie- und Produktentwicklung sowie der Struktur- und Prozessmodellierung wieder.

Schwerpunkte und Kompetenzen des Instituts

Projektbeispiele im Umfeld Industrie 4.0

Die Forschungsarbeiten konzentrieren sich vor allem
auf den Gebieten des Leichtbaus, des Textilbetons und
der Medizintextilien. Diese erfordern besonders die
Entwicklung von neuartigen Faden- und Hybridgarnkonstruktionen, 2D- und 3D-Verstärkungshalbzeugen,
Ausrüstungs- und Funktionalisierungstechniken sowie
dazu notwendiger moderner und vernetzter Maschinentechniken. CAE-Schnittkonstruktionen, Prozess- und
Struktursimulation, Neuentwicklungen bei funktionsintegrierenden Hochleistungstextilien sowie Mess- und
Regelungstechniken runden das vielseitige Forschungsspektrum am ITM ab.

Um die besonderen Vorteile der Industrie 4.0 mittelfristig voll auszuschöpfen und nutzenbringend für die
Textilindustrie zu gestalten, werden am ITM Forschungsarbeiten durchgeführt, die folgende Tätigkeiten
beinhalten:
• Messtechnische Durchführung von umfassenden IstAnalyse an realen Fertigungsprozessen und installierten Maschinentechniken,
• Entwicklung von Konzepten zur Verdichtung und
Auswertung der Betriebs- und Prozessdaten,
• Ableitung von Prozessmodellen für die unternehmensspezifische Interaktion sowie Ermittlung der
Zusammenhänge und Wechselwirkungen der vielfältigen Informationen,
• Entwicklung von mathematischen Algorithmen und
Konzepten zur Auswertung der produkt- und prozessbestimmenden Informationen sowie
• Ableitung von Ursache-Wirkungs-Zusammenhängen,
sodass einfache, klare Anweisungen möglich sind
und somit bestehende Prozesse effizient betrieben
werden können.

Im Kontext von Forschungsaktivitäten im Bereich der
Industrie 4.0 forscht das ITM gemeinsam mit innovativen Firmen an virtuellen, physischen sowie gekoppelten Systemen, um intelligente Monitoring- und Entscheidungsprozesse in Unternehmen zu ermöglichen
und somit in nahezu Echtzeit textile Wertschöpfungsketten gezielt zu steuern und zu optimieren.

Darüber hinaus werden am ITM Konzepte und Studien
für die Energie-, Informations- und Materialoptimierung
erarbeitet sowie Wirtschaftlichkeitsbetrachtungen entlang der gesamten textilen Prozesskette durchgeführt.

Kontakt:
Dr.-Ing. Olaf Diestel
Telefon +49 351 463 37147
E-Mail Olaf.Diestel@tu-dresden.de
Internet https://

tu-dresden.de/ing/maschinenwesen/itm

Auszug aus:
„Industrie-4.0-Forschung an deutschen Forschungsinstituten – ein Überblick“, VDMA, September 2020
Kontakt: Judith Binzer  VDMA-Forum Industrie 4.0  Telefon +49 69 6603-1810  E-Mail judith.binzer@vdma.org

iwb – Institute for Machine Tools and
Industrial Management, Technical University Munich
In 1875 founded, the Institute for Machine Tools and Industrial Management (iwb) at the Technical University
Munich is one of the largest production technology research institutions in Germany, and encompasses two
chairs at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Garching near Munich. Both chairs, the Chair for Industrial
Management and Assembly Technologies, as well as the Chair for Machine Tools and Manufacturing Technology define the research content and the thematic focuses of the iwb. These are in the areas of Battery Production, Additive Manufacturing, Assembly Technologies and Robotics, Joining and Cutting Technology, Machine
Tools, as well as in the field of Production Management and Logistics. The staff at the iwb work in research,
teaching, and industrial transfer in these fields. It works very closely with the Fraunhofer Research Institution for
Casting, Composite and Processing Technology IGCV.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

With forward-looking, science-oriented approaches on
the one hand and application-oriented solutions that
can be implemented directly in the company on the
other, the iwb conducts research in basic and joint projects as well as in bilateral cooperations with industrial
partners.

Manufacturing companies are invited to make use of
the impulses of Industrie4.0 - by an individually
designed Smart Production. The fully networked,
data-driven Smart Production is more flexible and at
the same time more robust. Through the means of the
Smart Production new potential for optimization is
evoked – from process parameterization to network
configuration.

Additive Manufacturing
Development and monitoring of production processes,
simulation and design of process chains, technology
and process knowledge
Assembly Technology and Robotics
Construction planning, development of processes and
evaluation models, feeding and handling technologies,
assembly-compatible manufacturing
Battery Production
Electrode design and manufacture, processing of novel
electrode materials, quality assurance and process stability, manufacture of next-generation lithium-ion batteries
Joining and Cutting Technology
Process analysis, development of system technology,
process and structure simulation, technology consulting
Production Management and Logistics
Value-added networks and locations, technology and
factory planning, lean management and manufacturing
change management
Machine Tools
Dynamic- and static weak point analysis, process analysis, process and structure simulation, energy analysis

Core competences:
 Cyber-physical systems
 Digital Twin
 Smart Support
 AI-based Production Management
 Automated Process Parameterization
 Predictive Maintenance
 Knowledge-based Systems
 Machine Learning
 Data Mining
Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunther Reinhart
Phone +49 89 289 155 00
E-Mail info@iwb.tum.de
Internet www.iwb.tum.de
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Chair of Enterprise Logistics (LFO)
TU Dortmund
The Chair of Enterprise Logistics (LFO) at TU Dortmund University stands for basic and applied research and
teaching in corporate logistics and supply chain management. In various, partly international, initiatives and
research projects, the economic utilization of new technologies in logistics, purchasing, production and maintenance is addressed - especially digitisation and its management. Together with research partners in Dortmund,
such as the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics (IML), the institutes and chairs of the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, but also a large number of other interdisciplinary partners, the LFO makes its contribution to logistics research.
Focus and competencies
The LFO's fields of work also follow this consistent
and holistic understanding of its tasks:
Supply Chain Management and Purchasing:
Digital technologies in purchasing, technology assessment and integration, inventory planning, simulation, optimisation, AI integration in supply chain management, circular economy management, distributed
ledger and blockchain technology.
Production management and factory planning:
Decentralisation & autonomy, digital twin concepts,
data analytics & machine learning, evaluation of databased benefit opportunities, adaptive production and
logistics systems, automation and virtualisation of
planning processes, blockchain shop floor applications.
Maintenance and service management:
Smart maintenance, service engineering, development of industrial services and business models,
product-service systems, co-production of industrial
services in value-added chains.
Competence management and innovative learning
concepts: Competence-oriented qualification concepts, digital and virtual learning methods and concepts, vocational training in the context of digitalisation, gamification and serious games, innovative work
organisation and competence requirements in logistics and supply chain management.

Project examples around Industrie 4.0
The LFO is active in a leading or supporting role in
various initiatives (selection):
• Blockchain Europe: "The project to establish the
European Blockchain Institute in North Rhine-Westphalia" (MWIDE), term: 01.05.2020 - 30.04.2023
• Silicon Economy (SELE): "Silicon Economy Logistics Ecosystem" (BMVI), term: 01.05.2020 30.04.2023
• PERSIST: "Purchasing Education Research Syndicate: Industry 4.0 Skills Transfer" (Erasmus+ programme, European Commission) Duration:
01.09.2019 - 31.08.2022
• Centre of Excellence Logistics and IT (MKW),
Duration: 01.04.2017 - 31.12.2020
• BlockNet: "Blockchain Network Online Education
for Interdisciplinary European Competence Transfer" (Erasmus+ programme, European Commission), term: 01.09.2018 - 28.02.2021
• VISITS: "Vernetzung und Interaktionsarbeit in
Smarten Technischen Services" (BMBF), Duration:
01.10.2019 - 30.09.2022
• SealedServices: "Infrastructure for the realisation
of industrial services in value networks in the context of digital integrity and sovereignty" (BMBF),
term: 01.05.2020 - 30.04.2023
• Innovation Lab: "Hybride Dienstleistungen in der
Logistik" (BMBF), term: 01.07.2016 - 30.04.2021
• GRK 2193: "Adaption Intelligence of Factories in a
Dynamic and Complex Environment", term
01.04.2016 - 30.03.2025

Contact:
Univ. Prof. Dr. habil. Michael Henke
Phone +49 231 755-5771
E-Mail henke@lfo.tu-dortmund.de
Internet www.lfo.tu-dortmund.de
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LPS – Chair of Production Systems
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
The Chair of Production Systems (LPS) conducts research in the fields of production automation, production
management, production services and industrial robotics. In addition, the LPS is a state-of-the-art learning factory or Learning and Research Factory (LFF) for the implementation and evaluation of Industrie 4.0 research
results in a practical factory environment. The LPS Learning and Research Factory is a place for research,
teaching, qualification and industrial cooperation. The LFF is equipped with modern laboratories, machine
tools, industrial robots and measuring technology.
Focus and expertise of the institute
Research topics
 production management
 employee assistance in production
 qualification in the digital factory
 production networking

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
In the Industrie 4.0 research field, the LPS is connected to numerous industrial joint projects (e.g.
KOMPI, Mittelstand 4.0 Kompetenzzentrum Siegen,
ABILITY, SPEAR, Industrie Integrator, ZESS) are involved in a leading role.

 production automation
 shape memory technology
 forming technology
 artificial intelligence for system control

coupling of digital and real factory
 Automatic material flow and resource - simulations
with operating data
 intelligent machine documentation
 machine learning for machine control

 industrial robotics
 human-robot collaboration (MRC)
 man-machine interface
 robot-based production
 industrial service robotics

human-Robot Collaboration
 human-robot collaboration (HRC) for hybrid
assembly
 security in the HRC

 smart product-service systems
 service engineering
 service performance planning
 business models
 hybrid value creation

Qualification/further training
The LPS founded the Institute for Excellence in Value
Creation (IWEX) in 2011 and offers practice-oriented
trainings for industrial specialists and managers as
well as work councils in the fields of LEAN and Industrie 4.0 / digitization.

smart product service systems
 hybrid value creation systems
 performance planning
transformation
 migration processes to Industrie 4.0
 Industrie 4.0 solutions for SMEs

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Bernd Kuhlenkötter
Phone +49 234 32 26310
E-Mail kuhlenkoetter@lps.rub.de
Internet www.lps.rub.de
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LWM – Chair of Machine Tools Development and Adaptive
Controls, Technische Universität Dresden
The Chair of Machine Tools Development and Adaptive Controls (LWM) is held by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Steffen Ihlenfeldt since 2015 and belongs to the Institute of Mechatronic Engineering (IMD) of the Faculty of Mechanical Science and Engineering at Technische Universität Dresden. Research and teaching activities at the chair focus on
holistic machine and process analysis, the development of mechatronic production systems and adaptive controls as well as data-based analysis of processes and complete process chains. The research work is mainly anchored in the fields of forming technology, machining technology, robotics and generative manufacturing technology.
Focus and expertise
Research topics of the chair are divided into the departments of Control and Feedback Control Systems,
Process Informatics and Machine Data Analysis as
well as Machine Technology.
Control and Feedback Control Systems:
• Increasing the usable dynamics of linear direct
drives
• Model-based calculation and experimental determination of the service life of profiled rail guides
• Alternative control concepts
• Development of innovative machine and system
concepts, use of robots in production
• Force-guided and force-regulated machining processes
• Photogrammetric machine measurement
Process Informatics and Machine Data Analysis:
• Machine and process: condition monitoring,
anomalies, interaction models, prognosis, quality
assurance, process chains
• Integration of experience, control, measurement
and simulation data
• Methodological guidelines and assistants for data
automation
Machine Technology:
• Holistic simulation methods for engineering, virtual
commissioning and model-based controlling of machine tools
• Experimental analysis and characterization of dynamic and thermoelastic behavior of components,
assemblies and entire machine tools
• Engineering of intelligent machine tools, components and tools for an energy and resource efficient
production in the context of I4.0

Example projects in Industrie 4.0
• Data-driven methods for machine operation: In a
project, algorithms for the recognition of patterns in
drive data for the monitoring of lubrication conditions
on monorail guidance system are being developed
and tested for machine tool manufacturers. The monitoring serves as an element of predictive maintenance. In further work, data-driven methods for the
development of technology knowledge about the interactions between semi-finished product properties,
machine settings and product quality are developed
in order to be able to optimally adjust the technological processes to the situation.

• Intelligent production of consumer goods: Goal of
this IGF/AiF funded project is to develop a cyberphysical system for producing sealed cups made
from natural fiber. The modular system adjusts to alternating production conditions.
Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Steffen Ihlenfeldt
Phone +49 351 463 34358
E-Mail steffen.ihlenfeldt@tu-dresden.de
Internet www.iwm.info
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PTW - Institute of Production Management, Technology
and Machine Tools
Technische Universität Darmstadt
With more than 100 employees the PTW researches in the areas of production organization, additive manufacturing, metal cutting technology (including industrial robots) and the energy effieciency of production plants. The
practical application of the research topics is ensured by the two learning factories CiP and ETA as well as in the
test field with extensive machinery. The PTW is part of the "Mittelstand 4.0 Kompetenzzentrum Darmstadt", an
initiative of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy to sensitize and qualify German SMEs for Industrie 4.0.
Focus and expertise of the institute
• Data-driven value stream and business model innovation
• Integration of digital assistance
• Active component and resource traceability
• Design of digital Shopfloor Management Systems
• Simulation-based planning of production systems
• Competency development in production using Virtual
Reality
• Energy-optimized production machines and supply
systems
• Simulation of industrial energy systems
• Industrial Energy Management and Artificial Intelligence for energy systems
• Machining difficult to cut materials
• High quality drilling, reaming, deburring and tapping
• Tool safety and additive tool manufacturing
• Digitalization of production processes
• Sensor integration in machine tool components
• Digital connection of machine tools to IoT platforms

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
IntAKom: Design and integration of digital assistance
into existing production systems
ArePron: Development of an approach for agile design of a resource-efficient production network
SensoSchu: Development of a sensory, predictive
protective cover in machine tools
Pay-per-Stress: Stress-oriented, data-based payment models in mechanical engineering
MiT 4.0: Support of SMEs implementing Industrie 4.0
PortaL: Personalized tasks in VR to support learning
transfer in production
PHI-Factory: Energy management solutions to flexibilize the energy demand of factories and to improve
grid quality using artificial intelligence
SynErgy: Modelling and optimization of energy flexibility in energy-intensive production processes and
cross-sectional technologies
TensorMill: Intelligent networking for autonomous
milling of structural components
Pay-per-Stress: Load-oriented, data-based payment
models in mechanical engineering
MR-Analysator: Construction of a real-time capable
GMR sensor system for machine monitoring
Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Joachim Metternich
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Weigold
Phone +49 6151-1620102
Mail
info@ptw.tu-darmstadt.de
Internet www.ptw.tu-darmstadt.de
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RIF Institute for Research and Transfer e.V., Dortmund
RIF Institute for Research and Transfer was founded in 1990 by university teachers from engineering and economics in Dortmund to stimulate knowledge transfer.
Based on research results, which are predominantly obtained in collaborative projects with the industry, RIF generates with its 130 employees innovative products and services for the optimization of production processes. Due
to its proximity to research, RIF is a competent partner in the use of new technologies in the digitization and automation of industrial processes as well as in the qualification of specialists and executives. Besides the classic
manufacturing industry, RIF also transfers concepts from Industrie 4.0 to other sectors such as the forestry or the
health sector.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Work System Design
Work organization; design of manual and hybrid production systems; ergonomics; digital time data management; work assistance and service robotics; competency development

STEPS
Target-oriented implementation of Industrie 4.0; selection of Industrie 4.0-solutions; design of Industrie
4.0 as socio-technical systems; employee involvement

Production System Dynamics
Bottleneck analysis and control; line balancing and sequencing; static and dynamic value stream analysis and
design; internal logistics
Digital Manufacturing
Connectivity, digital twin and IoT-architecture; smart
services; simulation studies; innovative data and process modelling
Smart Quality
Six sigma; quality forecasts with data analysis; predictive maintenance; technical cleanliness and particle
classification
Automation projects with a high degree of
innovation
Analysis of automation potentials; concept and feasibility studies; simulative preliminary investigation; layout
planning; virtual and real-life commissioning; prototypical realization; endurance testing and support of plant
realization

Kompass Digitalisierung
Design of digital work; evaluation of the status of digitalization; application of work science in work system
design; socio-technical approach
GaProSys 4.0
Combination of lean with Industrie 4.0; design and
cataloging of lean 4.0-methods; selection guide for
lean 4.0-methods
DaPro
Data-driven processoptimization with machine learning in the beverage industry; toolkit and referenceachitecture for data analysis
Visible
Verification of safety zones in robotic cells during
commissioning using augmented reality technologies
MANUSERV
Analysis and automation of manual processes using
simulation and human-robot collaboration
Kompetenzzentrum Wald und Holz 4.0
Transfer of Industrie 4.0 concepts and methods to forestry using smart forest labs

Photo source: Topstar GmbH, Projekt STEPS

Contact:
Dr. Svenja Rebsch
Michael Saal
Phone +49 231 9700 101
E-Mail contact@rif-ev.de
Internet www.rif-ev.de
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Technologie-Initiative SmartFactory KL e.V.,
Kaiserslautern
The SmartFactoryKL technology initiative was established as a non-profit organization in 2005, bringing together for the first time industrial and research partners in a network to implement joint Industry 4.0 projects for
the factories of the future.
Today, SmartFactoryKL is a one of a kind manufacturer-independent demonstrator and research platform,
where promising, innovative Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are evaluated and further developed in a realistic, industrial production environment.
The Technology Initiative now boasts more than 50 members. It has already developed products and solutions
as well as universal Industry 4.0 standards thanks to the active participation of its members.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The SmartFactoryKL deals with the transfer of the
vision Industrie 4.0 to reality. Together with renowned
partners, many realistic solutions have been developed and implemented in the areas of automation
technology, IT and human-machine-interaction. In
joint projects, in which SmartFactoryKL acts as technology platform and interface, research results and
theoretic know-how are transferred to industrial practice. The large partner consortium offers the opportunity to advance manufacturer-independent developments, to conclude provider cooperations and to define commonly important standards. At the same time,
SmartFactoryKL is intensively working on different research projects in the area of Industrie 4.0 with the
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
(DFKI GmbH).

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
SmartFactoryKL exhibits the world‘s first manufacturerindependent Industrie 4.0 production plant and shows
just how high quality, flexible manufacturing can be
efficiently implemented even for a batch size of one –
regardless of whether in an existing production operation or a Green Field. Uniform interface standards enable a manufacturer-independent link to the production units, logistic systems, supply infrastructure, and
IT systems. Challenging requirements already affecting production such as custom products, shorter innovation cycles, and more efficient on-site production
can now be met.

Source: SmartFactory-KL/A.Sell

Source: SmartFactory-KL/A.Sell

Contact:
Rüdiger Dabelow
Telefon +49 631 20575-3401
E-Mail info@smartfactory.de
Internet www.smartfactory.de
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STFI - Saxon Textile Research Institute
Affiliated institute of Chemnitz University of Technology
The Saxon Textile Research Institute e.V. (STFI) considers a wide range of application fields for textiles and has
been an innovation partner and service provider for its customers for more than 25 years. The main topics in
research and services are in the fields of nonwovens, technical textiles, textile lightweight engineering, functionalization, digitization and Industrie 4.0 as well as in the field of testing and certification services.
The research activities of the institute are application-oriented and geared towards industry. The STFI maintains
an exchange with companies and research institutes in Germany and abroad, and supports with its know-how
companies in the textile industry.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

The STFI bundles competencies of industrial and scientific partners in the futureTEX research and test area
“Textile Factory of the Future”. With the help of the
latest technical equipment solutions for technologies,
degrees of automation and process stages are displayed in the most practical and relevant way. The
objective is to impart knowledge and ideas on how to
digitize and automate production processes in the
textile industry as well as the technology integration
that comes with it.

• Smart Factory: development of processes and structures for setting up smart factories in the textile industry and for deriving typical Industrie 4.0 applications
• Mass Customization: key technologies and core
competencies for the transformation of traditional
textile supply chain structures into customer-oriented
supply chain networks based in mass customization
strategies
• digiTEX-PRO: development of a digital textile process chain for wet-chemical functionalization of textile fabrics
• iTEXFer: development of networked production
systems and value-added steps within the frame of a
factory life cycle in the textile industry
• SelVliesPro: development of a smart and continuous
production line for the processing of recycled high
performance fibres into organic sheets
• VirtualTexLearning: implementation of technologybased learning and assistance systems for professional development and vocational training in the
textile working environment

STFI is specializing in:
• Networking of machine systems: IT systems and
production and automation technology are connected with textile machinery, textile materials and products as well as sensor technology from field to management level.
• Digitization of production processes: material flows
and complexities are simulated. Assistance systems
support in daily workflows and employees are provided on-demand information on mobile end devices.
• Automated individual textile production: the customization of textile products starts in a web-based product configurator. Robots and driverless transport systems are used to process and pass on endless and
ready-made textile goods.

SME 4.0 competence centre Textil vernetzt: support of
SME on their way to a digital future by means of relevant offers such as labtours, workshops or microprojects.

Contact:
Dipl.-Ing. Dirk Zschenderlein
Telefon +49 371 5274-283
E-Mail dirk.zschenderlein@stfi.de
Internet www.stfi.de

www.futuretex2020.de
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wbk – Institute of Production Science
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
The institute of production science wbk is part of the department of mechanical engineering. The institute
focuses on three main areas of manufacturing: manufacturing and materials technology; machinery, equipment
and process automation; and production systems. The areas are led by Professors Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Volker
Schulze, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Fleischer and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gisela Lanza. All areas perform applied research,
teaching and innovation in production engineering. The institute has a research focus on Industrie 4.0.
Focus and expertise of the institute

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0

Intelligent workpieces, connected machines and
automated processes - technologies and concepts
relating to Industrie 4.0 are currently shaping the
industry like hardly any other development. The wbk
deals with this topic at all levels of the fourth industrial
revolution: from sensors to production networks and
business models.

wbk is engaged in a large number of national and
international projects with partners from industry and
research where innovative Industrie 4.0 and AIapplications are developed:

An essential factor for the success of Industrie 4.0 is
the handling of production data. By accessing and
analyzing new data sources, e.g. machine controls,
additional sensor systems, quality measurements or
planning systems, wbk aims to link various systems
and stakeholders in production.
Data also forms the basis for innovative applications of
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). In
the past, concepts of ML and AI were not used in
production because of a lack of computing capacity
and too little data. In the use cases investigated by wbk
today, AI supports and empowers classical optimization
process in the tradition of Lean and Six Sigma as well
as analysis of complex sensor data, e.g. in Predictive
Maintenance. Target is to reach higher efficiency and
availability as well as supporting workers with
innovative assistance systems. This leads to new
products, services and business models that are
investigated and developed at wbk.

In the area of Predictive Maintenance, wbk uses its
large know how base for accessing and interpreting
data from machine components. Closely related is the
optimization of process control loops by using machine
control data and sensor data. Anomaly detection and
prediction of machine behavior which are investigated
In wbk projects can lead to a higher robustness and
availability of the production processes. wbk also
explores the possibilities to use AI for adaptive
production control. AI-based image and object
recognition are also used to detect errors in
production.
The wbk makes these changes in production and
assembly directly tangible in the Production
Engineering Laboratory and the Learning Factory
Global Production as an excellent location for the
"Deutschland – Land der Ideen" initiative. These
include, for example, employee assistance applications
such as various virtual and augmented reality
systems or intelligent light systems. In addition,
specially developed software and the MES system play
an important role, which form the basis for solutions
such as integrated layout planning and process
analysis.
Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Fleischer
Phone
+49 721 608 44011
E-Mail
jürgen.fleischer@kit.edu
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gisela Lanza
Phone
+49 721 608 44017
E-Mail
gisela.lanza@kit.edu
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Volker Schulze
Phone
+49 721 608 42440
E-Mail
volker.schulze@kit.edu
Internet www.wbk.kit.edu
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WZL – Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production
Engineering, Chair for Production Engineering, RWTH
Aachen University
Across the world and for many decades now the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering
(WZL) of RWTH Aachen University has stood for successful and forward-thinking research and innovation in the
area of production engineering. In six different work areas, research activities not only relate to fundamental theories and findings but also to the application of findings in an industrial context.
A particular strength of the Chair of Production engineering, under the direction of Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirt. Ing.
Günther Schuh, is the close connection between engineering and business research, which is passed on and
deepened in projects to support manufacturing companies.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The research area of Production Engineering focuses in
particular on production planning issues. This includes
core areas such as production management and innovation management, as well as business development,
factory planning and vehicle production.
A particular strength of the chair is the close connection
between engineering and business research, which is
passed on and deepened in projects supporting manufacturing companies. In close cooperation with renowned partners from industry and research, innovative
approaches are developed and put into practice. The
focus points include the design, organization and management of production, the overall construction of factories, the management of innovations and complexity in
product development and the areas of market intelligence, digitalization and tool and die making.
For research and application of Industrie 4.0, a demonstration factory has been available on campus since
2013. The demonstration factory is the central part of
the cluster smart logistics on the RWTH Aachen Campus. Its goal is to create an innovative space to conduct
empirical research, hands-on training and education in
a real production environment.
Contrary to existing learning factories, which only represent a modelled and idealized production, in the
demonstration factory the entire value chain of sourcing, warehousing and manufacturing and assembly for
different product groups is designed for manufacturing
real-life products.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
With the Cluster of Excellence “Internet of Production
(IoP)” we have the vision to enable a new level of
cross-domain collaboration by providing semantically
adequate and context-aware data from production,
development and usage in real-time on an appropriate
level of granularity.
The central scientific approach is the introduction of
Digital Shadows as purpose-driven, aggregated,
multi-perspective and persistent datasets.
The Cluster of Excellence (CoE) will design and implement a conceptual reference infrastructure for the
Internet of Production that enables the generation and
application of Digital Shadows.

Contact:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirt. Ing. Günther Schuh
Phone +49 241 80 27404
E-Mail g.schuh@wzl.rwth-aachen.de
Internet www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de
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WZL – Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production
Engineering, Chair of Manufacturing Technology
RWTH Aachen University
Across the world and for many decades now the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering
(WZL) of RWTH Aachen University has stood for successful and forward-thinking research and innovation in the
area of production engineering. In six different work areas, research activities not only relate to fundamental theories and findings but also to the application of findings in an industrial context.
The Chair of Manufacturing Technology covers the fundamentals of manufacturing technology, process analyses, process monitoring, process modelling and simulation as well as environmentally sound technologies.
Focus and expertise of the institute
The institute's process and product monitoring group
develops and uses sensors and sensor systems in a
wide variety of manufacturing technologies. The aim of
the development work is to determine the influence on
the component properties of existing or newly introduced processes, tools and component materials and to
achieve optimum process conditions in a controlled
manner. For this purpose, processes are examined with
the latest sensor and monitoring systems both in experimental investigations in the laboratory and using mobile
monitoring systems in the production of our project partners. The systematic acquisition of relevant process information is a prerequisite for a successful signal and
data analysis. The acquisition of high-frequency external sensors, low-frequency internal signals, and process-accompanying information ("meta-information")
quickly lead to complex data structures. The context-related analysis of these data is our main focus.
The grinding technology group deals with the production technologies of surface and profile grinding, tool
grinding, external cylindrical grinding (between centres
and centreless), as well as vibratory grinding with machining with geometrically indeterminate cutting edges.
In addition to the research focus on alternative materials and material characterization, tribological systems
and surface characterization, numerical simulation and
model-based process design, digitization represents a
growing field of research within the group. This comprises the three pillars of an assistance system in production engineering, data recording, data processing
and data analysis, in combination with the derivation of
recommended actions for process control and improvement.

Example projects of the institute in Industrie 4.0
• Classification of individual machining operations
and identification of wear using machine-learning
algorithm in the Technology Working Group (TAK)
• Automatic image-based wear measurement of cutting tools within the machine room
• Prediction of thermo-mechanical load using machine-learning algorithm for an eccentric external
circumferential transverse grinding process within
the scope of the Working Group on Grinding Technology (AKS)
• Avoidance of transmission failures by combining a
digital shade with realtime process data in the gear
manufacturing process chain
• Prediction of gear characteristics based on NCtraces by means of virtual gear measurement and
tooth contact analysis

Contact:
Dr. Thorsten Augspurger
Phone +49 241 80-20522
E-Mail t.augspurger@wzl.rwth-aachen.de
Internet www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de
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